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Rainbow Flag  
Gold Hot Pants 

 Club Tickets  
Haircut  

New Wig (* if applicable)  
New Outfit  

Fake Tan  

Lucky Underwear  
last minute gym sesh  

drag bag (for chill out)  Condoms 

 back, sack and crack wax 
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Halfway II Heaven, the iconic 
Duncannon Street gay bar, 
is going to be hosting a new 
photographic exhibition ‘Full 
of London Pride’ by East End-
based lesbian photographer 
Bronac McNeil. It promises 
to chronicle over two decades 
of Pride in London, and McNeil 
says it will be a celebration 
with a very personal theme: 
‘Like many gay people, I moved 
to the city because it gave me 
the opportunity to be myself 
and I now consider it to be 
my home… Pride in London 
is a celebration of what the 
LGBTQ+ community has 
achieved for itself over the 
years by promoting and gaining 
recognition, acceptance and 
equality. It’s possible to see, in 
more than 20 years of pictures, 
how things have changed.’

Pride Events

Pride in London launches its new campaign 
‘Freedom to…’ calling for Londoners to 
communicate what Freedom means to them 
in a celebration of equality and diversity. 
The campaign aims to reach millions of 
people through Facebook and Twitter, 
encouraging people by expressing what 
freedom means to them by writing a short 
message on a piece of paper or card, taking 

#FreedomTo. The campaign has already 
secured engagement from celebrities such 
as TV presenter Graham Norton, BBC 
News presenter Jane Hill and Harry 
Derbidge (The Only Way is Essex).

#FREEDOMTO… 
BE PROUD

FULL OF LONDON PRIDE

Halfway to Heaven, 7 Duncannon Street, WC2N 4JF
26th June 2014 - onwards
www.halfway2heaven.net

Nationwide Selfie Campaign
www.prideinlondon.org

After winning Eurovision, she’s been on the 
cover of publications worldwide and now 
she’s returning to the UK to perform on the 
main stage at Pride in London. And if ever 
there were an advocate for being proud of 
who you are, it’s Conchita Wurst, surely! 
Conchita recently said about the event, “Let 
us give a statement for love, respect and 
tolerance” which ties in beautifully with this 
year’s theme of #FreedomTo. 

Michael Salter, Chair of Pride in London is 
said to be “thrilled” to have her on board, 
as are we!

Trafalgar Square
Main Stage Entertainment

13.00 - Freedom To Sing Musicals – 
supporting MAD Trust featuring Pride 
Dancers, Leanne Jones, Jordan Lee Davies 
and Dan Koek.
13.30 - Drag Queens of London
13:45 - Stolent Identity

14:15 - Mzz Kimberley
14.25 - Aaron Denham, Pride’s Got 
Talent Semi-Finalist
14.30 - Adam All, Pride’s Got Talent 
Semi-Finalist
14.35 – new boy band Recall
14:50 - Stephen Greenhalgh, 
Deputy Mayor for Policing
15:00 - Michael Salter, Chair of 
Pride in London, presenting the 
Wedding Couple and the winner of Pride’s 
Got Talent.
15.05 - Sink The Pink 
15:40 - She Boom, Europe’s largest 
female drumming ensemble featuring 37 
performers 
15:55 - Billy Hayes, General 
Secretary CWU
16:00 – West End drag stars The 
Supreme Fabulettes
16.05 – ‘80s pop sensation Sinitta
16:20 - Reverend Sharon Ferguson
16.30 - London Gay Big Band featuring 
Britain’s Got Talent’s La Voix
17:10 - Phyll Opoku-Gyimah, UK 
Black Pride
17.20 - Dorian Reland, Pride’s Got 
Talent Winner
17:35 - Sir Ian McKellen 
17:40 - Eurovision Winner Conchita 
Wurst 
18.00 - Samantha Fox
18.20 - Sophie DeBattisa, Pride’s Got 
Talent Semi-Finalist
18.35 – The Pink Singers 
18.55 - Beth Sherburn 
19.00 - Ryan Jagger 
19.10 - Heather Peace
19.30 – DJ Adam Turner 
20.00 - Close

A THIRST 
FOR WURST
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Patricia 
Primarché 

Ernesto Sarezale Pretty Miss 
Cairo Tareq S R de Montfort Jack 
Cole Caroline 
Smiling

Jonathan Kemp Sina 
Sparrow Mrs (Lee) Dalloway 

1-8pm 

2-5pm 

PRIDE PICNIC IN THE PARK 
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens
Sunday 29th June, 12pm – 10pm. 

DARK FABRICS   
CABARET
Vogue Fabrics, 66 Stoke Newington 
Road, Dalston, N16 7XB
Friday 27th June, 8.30pm-3am. £5. 
www.facebook.com/DarkFabricsCabaret 
www.voguefabricsdalston.com

The Barbian Centre, Silk Street, 
EC2Y 8DS
Sunday 29th June, 7pm. £12 
(£10 concs). 
www.barbican.org.uk
Tel: 020 7638 8891

LONDON GAY 
SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA 
GALA CONCERT

Amy Lamé

Transport for 
London

Mini 
Moderns

Jenney De Sousa 

RIDE WITH PRIDE
TFL LGBT+ POSTER

www.ltmuseumshop.co.uk

3pm 

5-9pm 

8pm 





THE

INFORMER
SUPER DUO
QUEER CULT CAMP EXHIBITION
Hackney Picturehouse, 270 Mare 
Street, E8 1HE
Until 5th July
Two of London’s leading artists on 

the underground “queer” art scene 

have teamed-up for this explosive 

exhibition on queer film icons. Kev 

Clarke and Sina Sparrow have joined 

forces to explore pop culture icons in a 

comic book style. 

it in your Spider-Man 
comics, that’s for 
sure. Their work 

combines their 

own experiences 

with films that 

resonated with 

their youth. 

HUNT DOWN HUNTER
PRIDE AT PROWLER SOHO
Prowler, 5-7 Brewer Street, Soho, W1F 0RF
Saturday 28th June, 2pm – 5pm
Well it’s basically Mecca for Soho-based sex-enthusiasts, and now 

Prowler are showing just how Proud they are of that! On the day 

of Pride, they’re treating you a little X-rated gift, known as porn 

star Scott Hunter. Take this rare opportunity to grab a selfie - while 

you refrain from grabbing something else – and then Instagram the 

shit out of it before showing all your mates! #winning

“IT’S A JUMP TO 
THE LEFT”
OUT AT CLAPHAM: ROCKY HORROR  
PICTURE SHOW
Friday 27th June, 10pm
76 Venn Street, Clapham, SW4 0AT
Tickets: 0871 902 5727

At the start of the year Clapham Picturehouse and Wandsworth LGBT 

Forum collaborated to bring Out At Clapham, a monthly LGBT film 

club. Their selection of films ranges from important documentaries to 

independent films to old classics. On the eve of London Pride they 

bring The Rocky Horror Picture Show with 

audience participation encouraged from 

the night’s MC Myra Dubois. You’re 

also invited to attend a pre-screening 

party with the same film! Who’s ready 

to time warp?

an 
shit out of it before showing all your mates! #winningshit out of it before showing all your mates! #winning

THE WHO, WHAT, WHY, WHERE, WHEN OF GAY LONDON… 

ed 
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Rocky Horror Picture Show with

participation encouraged from 
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h the same film! Who’s ready 
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BRIGHTON PRIDE GETS 
EVEN BIGGER!
PRIDE VILLAGE PARTY BRIGHTON
Saturday 2nd August: 6pm–12.30am
Sunday 2nd August: 2pm onwards
Tickets: £5 wristbands (for two days) 
For the first time, Brighton and Hove Council have given the 

green light for the Pride Village Party to extend to the seafront 

road, creating an even bigger shindig. Sunday is the main day 

with performers, music and stalls. There’s plenty of bars and local 

businesses involved too – so you’ll be spoiled for choice. 

y
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For full listings see Musts & Maybes, pages 86-92 or the What’s On section at www.qxmagazine.com

26/06/14: GARCONNE

Krista Papista, 
Soft Riot Crime

Corisca Studios, 4–5 Elephant Road, SE17 1LB. 8pm–late. £6 
advance, £8 OTD.

For listings on the go, download the free QX GAY LONDON app at the iTunes store

27/06/14: SEPM

Portia Ferrari
Daniel Lismore Jacob Alexander Tafkanik

Larry Tee Attack Attack Attack
Jonathan Bestley Michael Stephens

East Bloc, 217 City Road, Shoreditch, EC1V 1JN. 10.30pm–6am. £5 b4 midnight, £8 b4 1am, £10 
after 1am. 

27/06/14: DIRTY DISHES

Lady Cartel 
Franco 

Harris, Borja Pena, Pep 
Sanchez, Cathal, 
Miguel Dare
Charlie Coincoin 

269 Helmsley Place, 
London Fields, E8 3SB. 
10pm-5am. £8/£10 
before 11pm/£12 after.
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Borja Pena

La Pequena

Larry Tee
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27/06/14: FITLADZ - SPUNKTACULAR
What with the whole buzz about Pride (and England getting the early boot), it could be easy to forget that 
the World Cup is still on. But in light of that, Fitladz are giving FREE entry to anyone who turns up in 
footie kit - and of course it helps if you know how to handle balls well, too. You’re invited to tackle 
your way through the play area and potentially score. Who knows - you might even get a decent 
header. Of course, there’s winning beats from the Fitladz resident DJs downstairs and on the terrace, 
too. 

Barcode, 69 Albert Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 9pm-8am. £10.

27/06/14: BUMP 
Every Friday Bump is bringing you the best in 

superstar DJs and gay scene hosts with the likes 
of Ale Amaral and Spanish DJ legend Gretta 

Gargola on the decks spinning magic beats. Whilst your 
Chrissy Darling and 

über-cute Wesley Marilio. But remember to bring photo ID 
to get into the stunning Leicester Square high-rise venue!  

Rise, 1 Leicester Square, WC2H 7NA. 10pm-3am. £6 concs/students, 
£10 door. 

111111111111111111111

Gretta GargolaChrissy Darling Ale Amaral
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28/06/14: 
G-A-Y - 
MAGICAL 
PRIDE
Grab a magical 
wristband from G-A-Y 
Bar and avoid any door 
charges by getting 
in for FREE! Yes, 
absolutely FREE on 
Pride night! And if you 
thought pulling a rabbit 
out of a hat was an 
impressive trick? Girl, 
you ain’t seen nothing 
yet! Darcy Oake – 
Britain’s Got Talent 

illusionist brings his 
spectacular tricks to 
Heaven. You’ll get to 
view his like-risking 
show up close with 
bated breath… Now, 
if only he could teach 
us how to make our ex 
disappear, we’d be all 
good.  

Heaven, Under the 
Arches, Villiers Street, 
Charing Cross, WC1H 
6NG. 10.30pm–5am. 
FREE with wristband from 
G-A-Y Bar. 

28/06/14: BLOCHEADS
Blocheads returns to Shoreditch’s busiest basement for a Pride special, and we recommend 
bringing a fan (the cooling implement, not your hangers-on) ‘cos things are ‘bout to get hot 
in there - yes, even hotter than normal. Tasty Tim, Ray Noir, Andrew Moore and 
Ursula Snakes will all be taking to the decks until an extra late opening time... 

East Bloc, 217 City Road, Shoreditch, EC1V 1JN. 10.30pm-6am. £5 b4 midnight, £8 after. 
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28/06/14: WE PARTY - KISS ME TIGER
Meow! Another big weekend, another epic party at Elephant’s 
Coronet, from the WE Party team. For this special Pride 
edition international guest DJ Luiggi will take to the stage 
alongside residents Steve Pitron, Gonzalo Rivas and 
Zach Burns. The fabulous queens of Trannyshack will be 
taking over Room 2 while JJ Clark and Alfonso Cinque 
are on hosting duties. This month the theme is ‘Kiss Me 
Tiger’, so we’ll expect to see plenty more animal print than 
Bet Lynch’s bedroom.   

Coronet Theatre, 28 New Kent Road, Elephant and Castle, SE1 
6TJ. 10pm–7am. £10 super-advance, £20 VIP, MOTD.

28/06/14: SEXCIRCUS - PRIDE 
EDITION
Roll-up, roll-up! You thought the circus was chaos when 
you were a kid? Well there’s a new circus in town and 
it’s a whole different kind of freaky! Featuring more 
porn stars than you can shake your cock at, including 
stage shows from Damien Crosse, Jonathan 
Agassi, Lucio Saints, Goran, JP Dubois and 
plenty more! Lee Harris, Brent Nicholls, Sam 
DMS and Matt Bogard deliver the sexual sounds. 

Area, 67-68 Albert Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 
10pm–6am. £15 advance, MOTD. 
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Damien Cross

Jonathan Agassi

Steve Pitron

Lee Harris
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28/06/14: THE JOINERS ARMS
Calling all Shorebitches! East London favourite the Joiners Arms, is celebrating Pride this Saturday 29th and #FreedomTo with a special 
‘LOVE’ party. And if there’s one thing we love as much as freedom, it’s booze - which is why the pub’s open until 6am, we guess. DJs 
Alessandro and Romano will be on hand to deliver the tracks you ‘LOVE’, with #FreedomTo dance...  

116-118 Hackney Road, Shoreditch, E2 7QL. FREE b4 11.30pm. Open ‘til 6am.
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Chris Barker

28/06/14: TIK TOK
Raul Pony and Deborah 
Ombres will be ensuring 
the crowd are werkin’ best 
they can while Borja Pena, 
Steven Artis, Chris 
Baker, Alex Georgiou 
and Alessandro Londra 
spin the sexy sounds to keep 
you dancing until the late 
morning! And if you’re still 
gagging for more once that’s 

over, you can party on 
with a special edition of 
Unchill afterhours. Phew!  

Barcode, 69 Albert 
Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 
7TP. 8pm-super late. £8. 
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28/06/14: URBAN WORLD PRIDE PARTY
London’s most popular urban brands come together for one big party - and 
this time they’ll join forces under the roof of Scala! Bootylicious, Work, 
Queer Nation, Urban Desi, Liberte and Habibi will form a mega R&B/
hip hop explosion across four rooms. Just a few of the DJs on the roster 
of this event include Supadon, Biggy C, Mista Pierre, DJ Qurra, 
DJ Chillz and Clington. Now, it’s the Pride special, so pre-book your 
tickets and make sure you gots yo weave looking pressed and you are 
dressed to impress! 

Scala, 275 Pentonville Road, King’s Cross, N1 9NL. 10pm-6am. £12 advance, 
£15 OTD.

28/06/14: 
DUCKIE 
presents 
GAY SHAME 
& LESBIAN 
WEAKNESS
…And no, we’re not 
referring to when his 
belt doesn’t match 
his shoes or she 
can’t put up shelving 
without help. It’s 
the annual festival 
of “Homosexual 
Misery”, and they do 
say that misery loves 
company, so you’ll be 
joining the inspiring  
Christeene, Ann 
Liv Young and Lady 
Leshurr at Brixton 
Electric. There’s also a 
whole hoard of other 
acts including Amy 
Lamé, Readers 
Wifes, The Drakes 
and Wrench and 
Franks to name only 
a few…  

Electric Brixton, Town 
Hall Parade, Brixton, 
SW2 1RJ. 9pm–4am. 
£18 advance, MOTD. 

Supadon

Biggy C Mista Pierre

Readers Wifes

Ann Liv Young

Lady Leshurr

Amy Lamé
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28/06/14: EXILIO 
Calling Latin-lovers! Exilio will be hosting their own pride after-

party, so you’ll have a few hours after the parade 

resident DJ G will be joined 
by Bertrand and Olie, 

infectious salsa sounds and 
the like to well and truly 
express yourself with 
Pride! 

The Latin Grove, 1 Archway 
Close, Highgate, N19 3TD. 

7pm–4am. £7 early bird, £10 
advance, £15 OTD

29/06/14: BEYOND (AFTER-HOURS)
If you’ve got a taste for after-hours dancing, 
then Beyond’s Pride spectacular looks 
set to send your tastebuds (and disco 
shoes) in to overdrive. Along with the 
institution’s popular resident DJs, 

legendary guests. Fat Tony, 
D’Johnny, Fabio Luigi 

and Paul Heron all know 

native tongue, throw 

international 
talent 
Gonzalo 
Rivas, 
and Paul 
Martin and 

Miro in the 
Mirror Arch and 
you’ve got one hell 

of a party! 

Fire, 39 Parry Street, Vauxhall, Sw8 
1RT. 4am-super late. £15 advance/
MOTD.
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Fat Tony

Dmitry Strigun

Paul Heron

28/06/14: R&SHE

and generally being a socialite in the day 

favourite divas. The queens of Dalston 
bring you the Queens of R&B, hip-hop and 
urban pop. Q Boy, David Oh and Neil 
Prince are the ones on hand giving you 

Minaj!  

Vogue Fabrics, 66 Stoke Newington Road, 
N16 7XB. 10pm–3am. £3 b4 11pm/£5 after.

Neil Prince

Q Boy

David Oh
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30/06/14: POPCORN ‘OMG’
If you haven’t been well and truly destroyed by Pride weekend 
(we’re not making any promises), then Heaven will be throwing 
one giant closing party after teaming up with notorious Prague club 
‘OMG’. The best of London and Prague join forces for an explosion 
of amazing production, sexy dancers and pounding house music. 

The latter delivered by residents Adam Turner, Sam DMS,  DJ 
Meccanicii, Little Rob and Trex. While up-and-coming singer 
Amaelle performs too! Now that’s a closing celebration. 

Heaven, Under the Arches, Villiers Street, Charing Cross, WC2H 6NG. 
11pm–5.30am. Discount wristbands from G-A-Y Bar.

29/06/14: RVT SUNDAYS
Thought Sundays were the day of rest? Think 
again! Actually, where have you been? Sundays 
at RVT, with their attitude-free atmosphere and 
huge dance anthems delivered by Sean Sirrs 
and Simon Le Vans remain one of Vauxhall’s 
busiest events! Charlie Hides will be adding 
his usual dose of hysterical humour, before guest 
DJs Markus W, Little Rob, Motto Blanco, 
Phil Marriott and Rob C, turn up to really 
kick off your Sunday night party. Send Pride out 
with a bang! 

Royal Vauxhall Tavern, 372 Kennington Lane, 
Vauxhall, SE11 5HY. 2pm-2am. £6.

Charlie Hides

28/06/14: XXL 
‘RETROSPECTIVE’
As Pride takes over London this 
weekend, it’s not just about looking 
forward to what we can change, but 
about looking back and celebrating 
how far we’ve come – so it’s apt that 
this week’s theme is ‘retrospective’. 
Your resident DJs Mark Ames, Stewart 
Styles, Joe Egg, Andy Almighty, Christian M and Alex 
Logan will be bringing you a night of uplifting remixes to your old 
school favourites!  

Pulse, 1 Invicta Plaza, Southbank, SE1 9UF. 10pm–8am. £8 members, 
£15 guests.

Adam Turner
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03/07/14: G-A-Y PORN 
IDOL with SHARON 
NEEDLES

A night out is usually a time when 
people get dressed up; well ten 
ballsy contestants at G-A-Y this 
week will be taking it off instead. 

Now recruiting guest judges from 
US phenomenon Ru Paul’s Drag 
Race, Thursday’s striptease 
is overseen by the ferocious 

Sharon Needles. Let’s hope 
her criticism isn’t as scary as 
her make up! She’ll be joined 
by Michael Mitchell, Baga 
Chipz and Tanya Hyde.  

Heaven, Under the Arches, Villiers 
Street, Charing Cross, W2CH 
6NG. 11pm-4am. Free with 
wristband from G-A-Y. 

29/06/14: Horse 
Meat Disco 
Round up your Pride 
weekend at the 
superlative Sunday 
night shindig! The boys 
are proud to have two 
London legends in the 
house this Pride Sunday, 
as Tasty Tim and 
Jeffery Hinton gonna 
TURN. YOU. OUT! with 
their selection of sublime 
disco classics, magical 
musical gems and rarities! 
A night of sheer dance 

mix of party people.  

Eagle London, 349 
Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, 
SE11 5QY. 8pm-3am. £6

Tasty Tim
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Papercut is at Dalston Superstore, 
117 Kingsland Road, E8 2PB ON 

Saturday 28th June from 9pm-3am. 

PAPERCUT TOP 10

Tell us about Papercut… 
the party, the people, the 
origin...
Papercut is a new night that 
started at the end of last year. 
The concept was simple: 
Shameless and Uncomplicated 

music scene has an amazing 
history and reputation for 
creating memorable club nights 
(The Cock, TrailerTrash etc) 
with pure vibes and we wanted 
to add and build on that. The 
club night was born out of a 
sheer yearning to inject into the 
scene a healthy dose of good 
quality sounds. The musical 
assortment is very diverse but 
the night is becoming known 
for its signature deep, dark, 
tough and melodic TECHNO. 
The aim is to create enchanting 
soundscapes for dancers to 
happily lose themselves in. 
And who are the 
wondrous Miltos B and 
Wandson Maxx? 
Wandson Maxx is a Veteran 
Clubber and DJ who has been 

since the good-old Early 
Shoreditch days. Miltos B is the 
Ultimate Musical Dictator with 
an ability to hypnotise, recharge 
and recalibrate through his 
thumping DJ sets.

PAPERCUT @ 
DALSTON SUPERSTORE 

DJ
OF THE WEEK

1 Vosper – ‘Kabuki 
Playboy’ (Monoblok & 
PSLKTR Remix) [Losing 
Control EP] 
Melodic Synth Tech at its best. I 

 
2. Avatism – ‘Constants’ 
[Constants EP] 
Where Tech meets Deep, 
with a bass you can feel in 
the deepest recesses of your 
rectum. 
3. Vitor Munhoz – ‘Baggie 
Bags’ [Ground Zero EP] 
In fact almost any production by 

to leave me speechless. Playful 
and dark. 
4. Díaz & Parrée – ‘One’ 

 
These German hunks make my 
soul quiver – this tune is like 
being on an elasticated Tech 
ride. 
5. Enrico Sangiuliano – 
‘Capernoited’ (Original 
Mix)  [Capernoited / Old Spirals] 
A track that transports us 
straight to the dark rooms of 
Berghain. Massive peak time hit 

 
6. Gesaffelstein – 
‘Selected Faces’  [Variations 
EP] 
One of my favourite releases 
from Gesaffelstein. One word 

 
7. Dauwd – ‘Silverse’ 
(Dub Edit)  [Heat Division 
Remixes EP] 
Chic and mysterious, a remix of 

Hypnotic indeed... 
8. Cowboy Rhythmbox – 
‘Shake’  [Nickel Ride EP] 

Wall shouting? Might be my 
imagination, then... 
9. Audion – 
‘Motormouth’  [Baco Beach 
V.A] 
Tech house that makes the 
most sensible to trip. You can 
almost see a spiral in front or 
around you. 
10. Daus – ‘Party Disco’ 
feat. Wandson Maxx 
(Daniel Lucas Club 
Session Remix)  [Party 
Disco] 
The original is a collaboration 
between myself with DJ and 
producer Daus, and this is a 

like a lot.
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He had Amanda Holden on the edge of her seat, 
and Simon holding his breath so hard his trousers 
almost fell down to his waist. Between the dancers, 
singers and impressionists, Darcy Oake stood 
out as one of this year’s most original acts on 
Britain’s Got Talent. Here, he talks illusionist icons, 
superpowers and being a pin-up for the public…

Do you see there being a difference 
between a magician and an 
illusionist?
The way I see it is an illusionist is a type of 
magician that performs with larger effects.
Is magic purely for the stage or do 
you play tricks on friends and family 
all the time?
I tend to try out material on my friends and 
family without warning. I went through a 
phase of pranking friends and family with 
magic, but now I’ve started subtly testing out 
material rather than pranking people.
I imagine somebody who grows up 
to be a magician in adult life kind of 
spends their childhood playing tricks 
on his parents/brothers/sisters when 
they were kids. Is that true of you?
I tried to hide the fact I wanted to be a 
magician when I was a kid. I thought if people at 
school found out I was a magician I would open 
myself up to be ridiculed, but during my high 
school graduation I busted out my dove act and 
the place went crazy. It was then I realized I 
didn’t have to hide the fact I was a magician.
Sounds like you kind of had a 
‘coming out’ of your own, but as a 
magician! So, who is the greatest 
magician of all time?

performances are works of art to me.

greatest ever?
It would be between Jesus and Harry Potter… 
tough choice, but I think I’ll go with Jesus.
If you could have any superpower, 
what would it be and why? What 
would you do with it?

on airfare.
What would be your ultimate 
illusion to do that you have planned 
for the future?
I can’t give that away! Magic is all about the 
surprise. A magician should never tell the 
audience what he is going to do before he 
does it.
The Britain’s Got Talent Final was 
quite hair-raising! How do you 
rehearse feats like that? Do you 

practice the whole way through or is 
there a level of spontaneity to it?
That entire routine is the sketchiest thing I’ve 
ever done because it can’t be rehearsed in its 
entirety. First, we test the amount of time it 
takes the rope to burn through, which was 
usually 53 seconds, then I practice hanging 
upside and escaping from the straight jacket 
in 52 seconds. It’s only during the show when 
we put the two together and actually perform 

Do you see yourself doing the kind 
of freaky things that David Blaine 
does, or do you prefer to challenge 
yourself with more entertainment-
based feats?
It’s important to me not to emulate other 
magicians. I think David Blaine is successful 
because what he does is different from 
everyone else, and that’s what I’m trying to 
build, but in my own way.  
Did you use magic to woo your 
girlfriend when you were dating?
Actually I didn’t. I try not to do that too 
often! Magic can be a powerful tool, if used 

charming or entertaining and beyond that it’s 
just obnoxious.

up. How do you feel about all the 
attention from the ladies… And 
the guys?
I’d be lying if I said I didn’t enjoy it. As a 
performer, I’m constantly trying to build my 
fan base and however that comes about is 

What are you going to deliver for 
the crowd at G-A-Y this weekend 
for Pride?
This performance will be a bit different. 
People are there to party so it’s important to 
keep the energy high.

Darcy Oake performs at G-A-Y 
(Heaven, Villiers Street, WC2N 6NG) 

on Saturday 28th June. FREE entry 
wristbands from G-A-Y Bar.

“ I tried to hide 
the fact I 
wanted to be 
a magician 
when I was a 
kid. I thought 
if people at 
school found 
out I was a 
magician I 
would open 
myself up to 
be ridiculed.”

IT MUST 
BE MAGIC
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We all know that Summer Rites is going to be one of the parties of the summer that our fair 
scene has to offer the homosocial lovers and lover-boys of London town. But what are the other 
sub-genres within SR’s hallowed realms? This week we look at the big, bad, sexy bears! Each 
bear party gives us a little about themselves and their Top 3 Tracks!

BACK WITH THE BEARS! 
Summer Rites: the Bear Pit

TONKER

DJ Tim Jones 

Tonker is more than a club night, we 
are one of the longest running blokes’ 
night out in London, now every week 
at The Eagle. Hosting The Bear Pit 
at Out on The Dock we will bring 
our unique party atmosphere along 
so you just need to bring your best 
mates for a party not to forget!

1. ‘Beat Of The Drum’ - Gallo, Alaia -PornoStar 
Records
La Luna did the original version of this, here is an updated one 

2. ‘Back To The Future’ - Pagano, Stewart Who?, 
Ralphi Rosario – Kult Label
Loving Stewie’s sexy vocals – great track, back of the net, big one 
for a party night.
3. ‘Wonderlust’ - Timo Garcia (James Harcourt remix) 
-Berwick Street Records
Love this track, it’s from 2009 but has had a makeover; very warm 
up clubbing special.

MEAT  

Meat is the cult London based gay 
pinup zine that everyone is talking 
about. Featuring unretouched 
pictures of regular blokes, stories and 
interviews, if you’re a fan of beards, 
underpants, hairy chests, hi-tops and 
tube socks, you’ll love it. 

1. Kylie Minogue – ‘Slow’ 
(Chemical Brothers Mix)

2. Munk ft. Peaches  - ‘You Can’t Run From My Love’ 
A disco classic given a messed up make over.
3. Quando Quango – ‘Love Tempo’
Pure Northern New Wave. You may not know it but it’ll make 
you move.

HOT FUZZ

Vauxhall’s favourite electro-dance party for beardy boys, their 
friends and admirers, Hot Fuzz has a fun and friendly atmosphere and 
boasts some of the hottest beats and hottest boys.

1. ‘Running Low’ - Netsky feat. Beth Ditto.
Beth’s unmistakable vocals are getting better and better - she’s a 
favourite of ours!
2. ‘Lost in Love’ (Mr. Jones remix) - I Am A Camera.
We love this London-based electropop band and this darker, 
stomping version of their latest single.
3. ‘Do It Again’ – Royksopp & Robyn.
We can’t resist most things scandi and this track epitomises 
everything Hot Fuzz: it’s bold, it’s fun and it’s a little bit naughty.

DIRTBOX

Dirtbox has been heating up the Vogue Fabrics basement with hot 

We’re very excited to be representing East London’s more hirsute 
gentlemen and their admirers in Summer Rites Bear Arena. Expect 

strong smell of amyl and deep throat house.

1. Hercules & Love Affair – ‘I Try To Talk To You’ Seth 
Troxler remix (MoshiMoshi)
The new Hercules album really ticks all the boxes, nothing fails and 
this remix although slow to start is clean, crisp and doesn’t loose 
any qualities of the original.
 2. Kerri Chandler – ‘Think of Something’ (Watergate 
records)
Classic percussive vibes from Deep House Legend Kerri ‘Kaoz’ on 
watergate. This track has a fantastic bass line guaranteed to get the 

3. Ali Love – ‘Deep Into The Night’ (Crosstown Rebel 
Records)
First release from the much anticipated second album from a 
quarter of dance super group HOT NATURED. It comes as no 
surprise Ali stirs us with his dreamy house synth laid over the top 
with old school house vocals. Looking forward to the rest of the 
album as should you.

Summer Rites: 
Out on the Dock 

is on Saturday 
26th July from 
12-11pm at the 
Tobacco Dock, 

50 Porters’ Walk, 
E1W 2SF. 

A l e x  K a r o t sch a k a Duchess o f  Po r k

Josh G ibson
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FOR SOME OF ITS MEMBERS, fetish is a way of life. They incorporate gear into their 
everyday attire. For the seriously kinky few, just wearing a piece of rubber underneath their 
everyday clothes isn’t out of the norm. For these guys they put their fetish out there for 
everyone to see on a daily basis and promote it happily on their social media. 

However, for a lot of people there is a total separation. Fetish is something reserved for 
going out on the scene or to be worn purely in a sexual context. With 2 million members on 
the Recon site and app, they were intrigued to see the transformation that gearing up takes. 
Fetish Week London 2014 is going to be the biggest thing for its members to gear up for. 
Their competition was an attempt to bring fetish into the mainstream and show the awesome 
transformations that occur in our world.

They had 200 entries which featured in a Facebook album where fans voted. The top 5 entries 
with the most votes would have the chance to have a photo shoot with fetish photographer 
Matt Spike. The winner will be chosen by a panel of judges including Matt Spike and the Recon 
Boss Philip Hamil, and will be revealed at the Recon premium member’s party on 6th July. If you 
add yourself to the Recon Fetish Week London 2014 you could be selected to be invited to this 
evening of entertainment, and free drinks at a cool undisclosed venue.

Check out the Recon Store model’s 
entry for the fetish and I competition. 
Gear up at www.recon.com/store to 
recreate this skinhead look.

More info on Fetish Week 
London events at 
www.fetishweek.com

Fetish & I Finalists: Top 5

Christopher McPeek from Atlanta, Georgia USA. 
As soon as his pictures came through we knew that he 
would be popular. Sexy, hairy and looks dominant and 

strong in his leather gear. 

Recon member PupRusty from Switzerland is 
really popular on the Recon site and has a massive 

following on social media. 

Zack Hadley is 
well known in fetish 
and even has his own 
site dedicated to feet, 
trainers and scallies. 
When he joined in 
the competition we 
knew that he would be 
popular too.

Recon couple LthrCoupleAGBG 
aka Brandon and Angelo from New 
Jersey, USA were a wildcard entry but 
I think people were taken with their 
story. They met on Recon and found 
leather love with each other at the 
ripe age of 22 and 20. Looking at their 
everyday picture, you would have no 
clue that such a young pairing would 
be into leather.

The dark horse of the competition 
LthrAsh. Since 

his entry went up there were a 
steady stream of likes and he was a 

constant feature in the top 5.

The #FWL2014 
Fetish & I finalists

of the
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Clapham Street Party

The 10th annual Clapham Street Party is on Edgeley Road, Clapham SW4 
(corner of Kazbar) on Saturday 5th July. £5 advance tickets available now – 

includes free drink and donation to charity. 

Pick your outfit wisely

Bring all appropriate 
documents

that Son ofa Tutu

Go Big or Go Home

Crystal D’Canter and 
Kelly Mild

How to werq the

wisely Stay out of Sandra’s 
eye-line

Sandra

Arrive early

Get your 90s vibe 
going 

when Angie Brown 
and Katherine Ellis 

Don’t upset the 
drags

Take advantage of 
the drink deals

Pocket Tissues

Chewing Gum

Portable Charger

Sunglasses

Mini Deodorant









SINK THE PINK:  
SUMMER BALL

21/06/14
The Troxy, 490 

Commercial Road, 
E1 0HX

WORDS BY 
DARREN PALFREY

PHOTOS BY 
PETER FINGLETON

HOW DO YOU EVEN start 

describing Sink the Pink? I have 

no idea, but I shall try by 

admitting that even William 

Shakespeare himself would 

probably not be able to do 

the Sink the Pink Summer 

Ball justice with only words; 

it was quite simply one of 

the best events I’ve ever been 

to. Before even getting inside 

we were bumping into friends on the 

street dressed up in all lengths and colours of wigs and 

frocks with lashings of lipstick – 6 foot men in 6 inch 

heels, bearded bears with painted lips and cute guys 

stumbling over their own foam platforms. We already 

thought we’d died and gone to Heaven, then we got 

inside… The stage was decorated to West End standards 

and there were staircases galore for the many fabulous 

to strut their stuff down… And then the Venga Boys 

came on stage and were AMAZING! We stopped for a 

chat with Buffy (complete with crossbow), had a shack 

out with Artemis (she’s a goddess you know), twirled 

with Hercules (who now wears heels) and got covered 

in glitter with a pack of Spanish ‘señoritas’. The night 

didn’t stop giving and the Troxy was 

ROCKING! Glyn, Amy and the Sink the 

Pink team should be VERY proud 

of themselves!
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BUMP 
20/06/14 

Rise
1 Leicester Square, 

WC2H 7BL

WORDS BY 
TOM REDKID

PHOTOS BY 
 MARK STOREY

BUMP, enthroned atop the 

1 Leicester Square tower, 

is the ‘jewel in the 

crown' of Soho clubs 

and it’s only right 

that a gay venue 

be lofted highest 

above all others.

From private lift 

to penthouse view 

we soared into gay 

Adonis heaven. Packed 

with more buff beef than a 

World Cup locker room, Bump 

must be Friday night’s hotspot 

for ‘hit the gym-hit the dance floor’ hotties with no 

attitude (how can you when the next guy’s even hotter?) 

including birthday boy Zak Chakour.

Gorgeous men and we who love them were bumpin 

and grindin to DJs Gretta Gargola and Ale Amarall’s sexy 

disco-house-funk, a perfect mash-up of glam and grit in 

our own grand Soho ballroom overlooking the glitz and 

glare of Leicester Square.

“We deserve to be here and Soho needs 

this club to show them how it’s 

done,” winks owner Chris Amos.
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WORDS BY 
JACKIE JOCKSTRAP
PHOTOS BY
JOEL RYDER

WHENEVER WE dip a 

tangerine-painted toe 

in the swirling 

waters of 

Vibrating 

Vauxhall, 

as we’ve 

heard it 

called 

down the 

darkest 

alley 

ways, 

we’re 

swiftly 

submerged to 

the top of our 

weave afterwards. 

Barcode’s new Summer 

Supersets was no different to tantalize us with its fruit 

of dripping ripped torsos and battering beats drifting 

over the ever-hot and heady crowd that Barcode lures 

through its ever-open doors. We slinked our way in, 

threw off our stole, got our hands out our muff, and 

stormed on to the dance floor where we were soon 

covered by the crème-de-la-crème of Vauxhall’s finest, 

almost literally… Baby, you should have seen it, fire 

doesn’t describe the flames on our feet. Word has 

reached our regal pearl-earringed ear that this 

Saturday for Pride there’s set to be a Tik Tok 

Xtra Special night going on until the early 

hours and you all knows where you’ll 

find Miss Jockstrap first in the queue, 

boys… Mine’s a large one.  

BARCODE 
14/06/14 

69 Albert Embankment, 
Vauxhall, SE1 7TP
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gallusrestaurants.com

103 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H 0DT 

GallusRestaurants @GallusSoho

103 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H 0DT 

 Love World Flavours | Love Healthier Food | Love Gallus

Skewers

Not only chicken!
We also do beef

wers

 
Healthy ovenbaked & griddled dishes

  

Salads with 

Not only chhickkkeeenn!

Hea venbaked & galthy ov

hh kkkkkkkkeennn!

althyyyy ove
HAPPY PRIDE  
A complementary 
glass of wine or 

bottle of beer to 
all customers who 
dine with us and mention QX







CIRCA
62 Frith Street, Soho, W1D 3JN
Celebrating Pride in London 2014, Circa 
returns with its now infamous Pride bash, 
rocking Frith Street until 5am! You can 

DJs from 3pm, with the likes of Attack 
Attack Attack, Sam DMS, Munroe 
Bergdorf, Adam Turner, Richard 
Cutmore and Jonathan Bestley on 
the decks. Not only that, but Miss Dusty O 
will be your glamorous host for the day! 

R AIS ING THE BAR  

THE TWO BREWERS
114 Clapham High Street, SW4 7UJ
Pride weekend looks set to be massive at one of London’s 
premier cabaret bars, the Two Brewers, with Dave Lynn 
gracing the stage on Thursday 26th June (free before 10pm, 

£3 after), then Lady Imelda giving it her exotic 
zeal on Friday 27th (free before 10pm, £6 after). 
Then on Saturday 28th June, for the big Pride 

extravaganza itself they’ve got none other than 
Lola Lasagne dishing it up! Free before 
10pm, £7 after. 
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Attack Attack Attack

Adam Turner

Dusty O

KU BAR
30 Lisle Street, Chinatown, WC2H 7BA
The lovely lads at Ku Bar are bringing back 
their annual Garden Party where you can enjoy 
al fresco drinking. On top of that, there’ll be 
sexy go-go dancers in the window, buff 
barmen, and the KuKlub opens at 5pm! 
With a string of DJs helping you 
get down, Vicki Vivacious, 
Patchoulee, Prince 
Persona, Alejandro, 
Pablo, Rodrigo and 
Kerol! 

Dave Lynn

Lady Imelda

Lola Lasagne

Rodrigo

Vicky Vivacious
Prince Persona



50 Rupert Street, Soho, London, W1D 6DR. Tel: 020 7494 3059. www.rupert-street.com

EVERY DAY – HAPPY HOUR MIDDAY TILL 8PM ON CHAMPAGNE & COCKTAILS

@rupertstreetbar                   rupertstreetbar

PRE PRIDE WARM UP WITH  

MOTO BLANCO OPEN TILL 1AM
DJ RICH B 

PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

ENRI
CHED

FRIDAY 27TH JUNEEVERY THURSDAY 8PM

SATURDAY 28TH JUNE

DJ’S ON ROTATION FROM 4PM OPEN TILL 1AM
DJ LEE HARRIS A DJ ARIEL DJ MICKY GALLIANO         

PRIDE



THE EDGE
11 Soho Square, W1D 3QE
Soho Square will undoubtedly be as 
rammed as ever over Pride, so if you’re 
around pop into The Edge where their 

Felicity Van Cartier will probably be 
Brent Nicholls and 

Keyth David on deck duties from 7pm, 
before Nathan Six and David Bonilla 
take over at 11pm.  

R AIS ING THE BAR  

COMPTONS
51-53 Old Compton Street, Soho, W1D 6HN
Compton’s teams up with WE Party once again to host 

the ideal place to get your feet and loins warmed 

venue, namely Fat Tony, Lee Harris, 
Maze&Masters, Zach Burns, Matt 
Bogard and Nathan Six
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Photo: Chris epson

Felicity Van Carter

Brent Nicholls

Nathan Six

THE YARD
57 Rupert Street, Soho, W1D 7PL

clientele at The Yard this Pride where you can 
truly appreciate the view of their ripped shot 

whopping 14 hours, we wonder if you’ve got the 
stamina to contend? 

Fat Tony

Lee Harris

Zach Burns





HALFWAY TO HEAVEN
7 Duncannon Street, Charing Cross, 
WC2N 4JF
Halfway to Heaven have got quite the 

sleeves for Pride day itself, with the action 

kitsch central bar. With 14 acts in total 
treading their hallowed boards you can 
enjoy the likes of CK, Mitzi Macintosh, 
Rose Garden, Myra Dubois, Martha 
D’Arthur, Bette Rinse, Tanya 
Hyde, Mrs Moore and Lola Lasagne 

R AIS ING THE BAR  

RUPERT STREET
50 Rupert Street, Soho, W1D 6DR

On Friday 27th there’s a pre-Pride 
Moto Blanco at Rupert 

Then on the big Pride night itself of 
Saturday 28th June you won’t want 

Lee Harris, Ariel and 
Micky Galliano on rotation until 
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CK

Rose Garden & Mitzi Macintosh

Bette Rinse & Mrs Moore

MANBAR
79 Charing Cross Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE
Manbar looks set to be one of your 
craziest and coolest ports-of-call over 
the Pride weekend with the Hombre 
Pride Party on Saturday 28th June 

Rob C Chris Amos 
Gretta Gargola 

Beyond guest headliner Michel Mizrahi 

Michel Mizrahi

Rob C

Moto Blanco

Ariel

Micky Galliano





TED’S PLACE
305a Northend Road, Fulham, W14 9NS
Ted’s Place is a sexy, welcoming West 
London break from the hustle and bustle 
of central Soho and crazy clubbing… All 

dedicated to different tastes and fantasties. 
Sports/underwear on Monday, Underwear/
Naked on a Tuesday, TV/TS Party Night on 
a Thursday, Cruise/Dark Room on a Friday 
and TV/TS/Gay Chillout on a Sunday. 

R AIS ING THE BAR  

THE OLD SHIP
17 Barnes Street, Limehouse, 
E14 7NW

Who cares about Pride, it’s the 
hungover after-party on the 
Sunday that one of Limehouse’s 

nursing you through! With some 
of the best ales, beers and wines 

in the capital, and some 
amazing cabaret on stage. 

miss Drag With No 
Name, on stage at 
8.45pm, with top DJ 
Stevie Tee from 
8pm. Free admission. 
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SAUNABAR
29 Endell Street, Covent Garden, WC2H 9BA
Should you want a relaxing, sultry and invariably happy break from 
the craziness of the Soho Pride hustle and bustle on Saturday then 
you’re advised to drop into the ever erotic Saunabar for a little 
tender, loving relief. Enjoy a drink at the bar, dip in the Jacuzzi, 
frequent the sauna or steam room, or take advantage of the massage 
– plus meet plenty of other good-looking, likeminded men in their 
towels with factor set to frisk. 

NEW BLOOMSBURY SET
76 Marchmont Street, WC1N 1AG
New Bloomsbury Set is your cool basement bar to chill away the summer months 

Drag With No Name



www.facebook.com/HalfwaytoHeaven | www.halfway2heaven.net

Tuesday 1st July 

SEE YOU NEXT TUESDAY with  BETTE RINSE  
from 9pm

Thursdays & Mondays

KEVIN WALSH BACKING THE STARS @ 8pm

Wednesday 2nd July

COME MIME WITH ME with MITZI MACINTOSH from 9pm.

7 Duncannon Street, Charing Cross WC2N.  020 7484 0736D St t Ch i C WC N 8 6D Stt t Chhh iii C WCCC N 8 6

Saturday 28th June

PRIDE IN LONDON 2014   
cabaret 3pm 'til late  

Friday 27th June
Friday Night LIVE!   
with special guest  LOLA LASAGNE  
from 9pm (open 'til 3am)

Sunday 29th June
CK SUNDAY 
THE PRIDE HANGOVER @ 4pm  

followed by AN EVENING WITH MRS MOORE & TANYA HYDE ( open 'til 11pm)

Angel, and the whole team at Halfway 2 Heaven wish you all a fantastic pride!







MOLLY MOGGS
2 Old Compton Street, Soho, W1D 4TA
The veritable Molly Moggs has been 
entertaining Soho since 1731, and they 
request your company on Pride night for 
Diva’s Unlimited With Diamond 
Pearl, from 8.30pm. It’s sure to be a 
drag to remember! And then nurse off 

cabaret on Sunday with Dame Julie 
Paid at 4.30pm and Cookie Monstar 
from 8.30pm. 

BAR NE WS  

BRIDGE BAR
8 Voltaire Road, Clapham, SW46 6DH

If you’re down the Bridge way on 
Friday 27th June then don’t miss 
DJ Kurt playing for the after-
work, pre-Pride party crowd. On 
Saturday 28th June the Bridge Bar 
is celebrating Gay Pride with a huge 
party throwing open the doors 
from 1pm. DJ Peter Spirko will 

be entertaining the crowds plus a 
surprise drag queen hosts all night… 

Who will it be?!
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THE ROEBUCK
84 Ashmole Street, Oval, SW8 1NE
If you fancy a respite from the manic festivities this 
Pride weekend and a selection of succulent meats 
whilst you’re at it, get yourself down to The Roebuck 
for an oasis of pleasure and the delicious whiff of 
barbecue smoke! All Saturday and Sunday enjoy the sun 
and burgers in their fragrant, green garden, and enjoy 

 

THE QUEBEC
12 Old Quebec Street, W1H 7AF
The Quebec is going Pride party popping this weekend 
with resident DJs on the Friday and Saturday nights from 
10pm-3am! Plus for all you cabaret lovers out there who 
know and love The Quebec dearly for delivering your weekly 

Tiffaney 
Wells and Adora Dix on Pride Night of Saturday 28th 
from 10.30pm. Then don’t miss Bette Rinse and Mary 
Mac rinsing out your haggis on Sunday 29th! 

Tiffaney Wells

BLACK CAP
171 Camden High Street, NW1 7JY
Don’t miss ‘The Trendy 
Discotheque’ at The Black 
Cap on Saturday 28th June! 
Straight from the makers of 
the infamous Push the Button 

make Pride night a scandalously 
hedonistic affair, where 
everyone just wants to get pissed 
and dance to Scandinavian pop! 

DJ Kurt

Diamond Pearl

Dame Julie Paid
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TWO BREWERS
22/06/14
114 CLAPHAM HIGH STREET, SW4 7UJ
WORDS BY CHRIS JOHN
PHOTOS BY JOEL RYDER

C A B A R E T  

QX CHECKED IN at 
the Two Brewers as the 

planet’s most toxic 
trolley dolly induced 
rampaging hysteria at 
30,000 feet with a two-
hour shuttle into the 
stratospheric reaches of 

savage satire last Sunday.  
This larger than life, 

Boeing-baiting bitch may 
have been stalking club class 

and economy since the 90s but, 
like the cut-throat world of the aviation industry 
itself, she’s had to move with the times to stay on 
top.  Her razor-sharp shtick is even more ruthless 
these days, tearing into a list of victims including Air 
France, Virgin and EasyJet – not to mention national 
stereotypes from horse-faced Brits to ‘Indians in 
Satellites’ – with a sociopathic ferocity that would 
have lesser acts bottled off the stage.  

Claiming to be cooked on Xanax, tales of cocaine-

attendant with a vagina ‘like a hairy axe wound’ on 

cum off her face’ before a performance (we’ve all been 
there dear). Meanwhile, Singaporean cabin attendant, 
‘Lily’, recounted losing her entire family on missing 

interlude that had the audience biting down on those 
economy seat backs with squirming mirth.  

Coarse, vulgar and in shockingly poor taste, yes – but 

Ann is back at the Two Brewers on Wednesday 2nd July.     
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Friday 27th June 

Dark Fabrics 
Cabaret + Trashbag
 
Theatrical showcase DFC is back 
for a pre-Pride show followed by 
Trashbag with DJs Dr Jonathan 
Kemp, Sina Sparrow and Mrs 
(Lee) Dalloway playing gay indie, 
electro-noir and beats straight to 
your heart. 

9pm (shows)
11.30pm (club night)
£5pm

Saturday 28th June 

R&She
 
Pound the Alarm as Team R&She 
are back at Vogue Fabrics for 
a post-pride bump'n'grind cel-
ebrating the queens of r&b and 
hip hop. Neil Prince, QBoy and 
David Oh play the likes of Nicki, 
Beyonce, Mariah and Whitney all 
night long. 

10pm-3am
£5, £3 before 11pm

OLD SHIP
17 Barnes St, Limehouse E14 7NW

2 mins from Limehouse DLR
Tel: 0207 791 1301   www.oldship.net

FREE
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Quiz night every Wednesday with Saucy Sophie @ 9.30 

Open until Midnight. 

OPEN LATE !  
ALL SUNDAY ACTS START 8.45pm 
SATURDAY ACTS START 9.30pm

TOP DJ STEVIE TEE STARTS 8PM ON ALL NIGHTS.



The Final Five!

Cherry Darling
Rainbows, Coventry

How did you 
feel when you 
found out you’d 

I was totally numb and 
a little overwhelmed. 

How long have you been 

three years now. 

by Jason Reid

The Drag Idol Final is on Friday 4th July at The Two Brewers 
(114 Clapham High Street, SW4 7UJ). 
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Coleen McColon
Rem Bar, Manchester

How long have you been 

LoUis CYfer
West 5, Ealing

How long have you been 

Dusty Springs
Halfway to Heaven

How long have you been 

Just over a year.

Matilda Von Mattress
Central Station

what you expected it 

everyone who wants to have a 

Nana with a bad attitude
How long have you been 

Bette Rinse. 





114 CLAPHAM HIGH STREET, SW4   020 7819 9539. WWW.THE2BREWERS.COM           The 2 Brewers, Clapham

SOUTH LONDON’S PREMIER CABARET BAR & CLUB

DRINK OFFERS: Jagerbombs £2.95, Large Vodka Redbull £6.75

We’re now on Twitter! @2BrewersClapham

 
FREE ENTRY BEFORE 10PM,  

£7 AFTER. 

DJ DEMON IN CABARET BAR

DJ PAUL SHORT IN CLUB BAR

SUNDAY 29TH JUNE   

THURSDAY 26TH JUNE    

DAVE LYNN

  
£3 AFTER, OPEN 5PM - 2AM 
FREE ENTRY BEFORE 10PM  
DJ DEMON IN CABARET BAR, 

FRIDAY 27TH JUNE 

LADY IMELDA

 

OPEN FROM 5 PM TILL 4AM,  
FREE ENTRY BEFORE 10, £6 AFTER.  

DJ DEMON IN CABARET BAR  
AND DJ LITTLE JOHN IN CLUB BAR

PRIDE 
SPECIAL

POWER OF 3:  

THE PRIDE 

AFTERPARTY

LOLA 
LASAGNE

SATURDAY 28TH JUNE   

MISS JASON, LA VOIX 
AND SANDRA 

IN THE CABARET BAR’.  
DJ DEMON IN CABARET BAR 

10PM 'TIL 4AM. 
OPEN FROM 4PM TILL 2AM, FREE 
ENTRY BEFORE 8PM,  £4 AFTER, 

HAPPY HOUR 4PM - 7.30PM

MONDAY 30TH JUNE 

MRS MOORE
AND HER ILLUMINATED 

RUNWAY OF FUN

PLUS 
QUEER TANGO

 

FREE ENTRY BEFORE 10PM
£3 AFTER, 

SELECTED DRINKS FROM 
£2 ALL NIGHT EXCLUDING 
WINE AND CHAMPAGNE.

OPEN 5PM - 2AM

TUESDAY 1ST JULY 

KEVIN WALSH'S 

KARAOKE
 

 
 
 
 

FREE ENTRY BEFORE 10PM
£3 AFTER, 

OPEN FROM 5PM 'TIL 2AM



PAM ANN RETURNS   WEDNESDAY 2ND JULY 2014
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM THE BAR OR CALL 020 7819 9539

JIMMY, MICHAL, JAMIE AND ALL AT THE 
BREWERS WISH YOU ALL A HAPPY PRIDE!

STAY ON FOR FREE TO SEE LA VOIX
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R E V I E W :  
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But is it
sweetie?

Tell us a bit about yourself. 
I’m from Australia originally, I 
came over several years ago, 
more than I care to remember, 
for a year backpacking and I’m still 
here!

over here? 
Harrods, in the menswear 
downstairs, it was like being in 
‘Are You Being Served?’
How did Above the Stag 

come about? 
Sort of by accident, we were 
looking for our own place rather 
than using other people’s theatres 
constantly – I think we worked at 
every fringe theatre in London – 
and somebody phoned me up one 
day and said ‘I’m sitting at the Stag 
pub and there’s a sign that says 
‘function room for hire’, come 
down now!’ Hence the name 
‘Above the Stag’ because that’s 

where we were in Victoria. And 
then the building got demolished 
with the redevelopment of 
Victoria so we were homeless for 
a bit. Then when we moved here, 

and follow us?’ and guess what it 
was the biggest panto we’d ever 
done, the biggest production!
Was it hard to get together 
a gay theatre space?
We sort of fell into that as well. 
We originally said we would 
do the odd gay play, and then 
we found out that we did them 
rather well, and there were other 
people doing musicals very well 
or Shakespeare very well. Why 
should I compete with the RSC, 

you know? And nobody else was 
doing it, Drill Hall wasn’t there 
anymore, Ovalhouse used to do a 
lot more than they do now…
The Theatre Royal 
Stratford maybe?
They do, yeah. Rikki [Beadle-
Blair] does a lot and Rikki’s been 
here, but they’re not exclusively 
doing that. Rikki does a lot of 
good work, I would say he’s 
not as commercial as we can be 
sometimes. And we make no 
apologies for that, because we’re 
doing Bathhouse the Musical, 
which we make no bones about, 
is a purely commercial summer 
pleaser and that allows us to take 
a risk on something like ‘Hard 
Rain’ or ‘Orton’ new writing.
And that leads me into 
my next question, how did 
you get funding originally, 
or have you never had 
funding? 
We don’t. It’s a band of very loyal 
people putting their own time and 
a lot of their own money into it!

Bathhouse the Musical! is playing at 
Above the Stag until 20th July. 

www.abovethestag.com

BY PATRICK CASH

Peter Bull
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR OF ABOVE THE STAG
Above the Stag, Miles Street, Vauxhall, SW8 1SF

Peter Bull from Above the Stag spoke to QX about his life, his theatre 
troupe and putting on gay plays.

Peter Bull & the Bathouse the Musical cast



Cabaret Bar
MOLLY MOGGS

2 Old Compton Street Soho W1 4TA.  Tel: 020 7434 4294 
Free entry | Live cabaret | 7 days a week

Sunday @ 4.30pm and  
Wednesday  @ 8.30pm  
Julie Paid  
 
Monday and Thursday @ 8.30pm
Jeff Kristian   
 
Sunday @ 8.30pm and  
Tuesday @ 8.30pm
Cookie Monstar  
 
Friday and Saturday @ 8.30pm 
Diamond Pearl 
and Divas Unlimited 

WE WISH ALL OUR 

CUSTOMERS A 

HAPPY &  

GLAMOUROUS 

PRIDE
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BY PATRICK CASH

F ILM OF  THE WEEK

BY PATRICK CASH

CHEF (15)
Like comfort food, 
this low-calorie 
comedy is easy to 
enjoy as top chef Jon 
Favreau (who also 
writes and directs) 
quits his job and opens 
a Latino-themed 
food truck, which he 

drives from Miami to L.A. while bonding with his teen son. Nothing much 

BY JACK LEGER

GETTING GO (18)
A steamy portrayal of 
what happens when 
you get your wish, this 

mock-documentary 

student Doc (Tanner 
Cohen), who has a 
crush on hot stripper 
Go (Matthew Camp). 

embark on a surprising relationship. A clever examination of fame and 
romantic expectations, it’s also seriously sexy. (Peccadillo)

Odd couple alert: Ryan 
Gosling and Russell 
Crowe are lined up to star 
in the 1970s thriller The Nice 
Guys, about the mysterious 

Tom Hiddleston will 
play country-music icon Hank 
Williams in the biopic I Saw 
The 
Light.

IN THE WORKS

Three tenacious teens migrate 
from Guatemala to Texas in 
THE GOLDEN DREAM, 
a harrowingly realistic drama 
packed with shocking twists 
and turns. It also sharply forces 
us to see things from the 
immigrant’s perspective.

Sexy Brit Jack Laskey stars 
in SECRET SHARER 
as a novice captain hiding 
a passenger from his 
colourfully rebellious crew. 
Fascinating even after the 

low-key British horror-
thriller KEEPING ROSY, 

accidental murderer trying to 
clean up her mess but getting 
deeper in trouble. 
Unsettling and 
surprising.

KEEPING SECRETS

DVD OF  THE WEEK

HEADING NORTH



 SWIMWEAR
UNDERWEAR
SPORTSWEAR

4 Colours £11.99 6 Colours £10.99 £10.99

+ USA, Spain, 
China, Russia £10.99

+ USA, Spain, 
China, Russia £10.99

7 Colours £10.99 4 Colours £13.99 4 Colours £13.99

5 Colours £9.99 3 Colours £12.99 2 Colours £9.99

10% OFF
your order and free shipping in 
the UK with discount code QXM

Brave Person Drawstring

Seobean Silky Brave Person Jammers

Superbody 9

Desmiit 2-tone

National England National Germany

Seobean Athletic

Underegion Speedo Underegion Striped

Seobean 2-tone

6 Colours
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So, it’s Gay Pride in London on Saturday 28th 
June: a big excuse to dress up, go out and march, 
party and celebrate in style. 
Obviously, there’s loads 
going on this weekend, 
as well as the usual 
shenanigans. This 
caught my eye at the 
Ace Hotel’s basement 
(100 Shoreditch 
High Street, E1 6JQ). 
EVERYONE, London 
Style on Thursday 26th, an 
international Gay Pride themed party (there’s one 
going on at Ace Hotel’s New York, Palm Springs 
and LA branches) curated by artist, DJ and music 
producer (Le Tigre) JD Samson. On the London 
rota, JD Samson himself, Guy Williams, 
Rory Philips, Michelle Manetti and Sarah 
Westlake. On from 8pm until 1am. http://www.
acehotel.com/calendar/london/pride-jd-samson-ldn

Hold on to your seats, this weekend is a big one 
if you’re out on the razz! Dirty Diana and Dish 
- Dirty Dishes have planned a warehouse rave 
up in a new warehouse space (somewhere near 
London Fields, E8 3QN) on Friday 27th June. You’ll 
have to check their FB pages for the line-up and 
secret location.

Over at the Royal Vauxhall Tavern (372 
Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 5HY) on Saturday 
28th June, there’s Bar Wotever Pride 
Special! going on from 8pm ‘til 2am. Featuring 
an array of talented DJs and performers 
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including... Sadie Lee, Joe Pop 
and Jonathan Kemp. 

THE FUTURE IS NOW!
Looking ahead, if you missed 
the Sink The Pink Ball 
last week here’s something 
to practice your posing skills 
for... Stoli Guy UK is Sink 
the Pink’s beauty pageant for 
guys that don’t
Unique, one of a kind and outstanding, ‘celebrate 
who you are’ and enter on Sink The Pink’s FB 
page. Five contestants will be chosen from around 
the UK culminating in a big party on Friday 11th 
July in East London. The winner of Stoli Guy UK 
will win a trip to NYC for two, plus a goodie bag 
of treats! www.facebook.com/sinkthepinkldn

And if that wasn’t enough the 
Gay Bingo ‘Legendary’ Boat 
Party sails again on their annual 
cruise down old father Thames 
on Sunday 3rd August. You really 

have to work up to this one, 
it’s so much FUN! All hands 
on deck as Jonny Woo, Ma 

Butcher and John Sizzle 
run riot with DJs Hannah 

Holland and the boys of 
Anal House Meltdown 
set sail from 6pm ‘til 10pm 

from the Tower Millennium 
Pier. Ahoy there!

R E V I E W : A R T S  
M U S I C

  N E W S

states. From a fey female singer 
lending an ethereally nu-folk 
nature to the ambience, to 
Marc Almond (of famous 80s 
new wave pop duo Soft Cell) 
purring into the microphone, to 
Othon himself in full feathered 
headdress performing a semi-
shamonic ceremony with 
rattles and chanting, the show 
was immersive and mercurial. 

But out of all the talented 
guest singers who graced 

world, it was avant-garde 
‘castrato style’ singer Ernesto 
Tomasini who stole the show. 
Dressed in full white and 
speckled black diamond face 
paint, his incredible operatic 
voice soared through the room, 

ALL THE 
SWINGINGS & 
SINGINGS OF 

YOUTUBE AND 
BEYOND 

Outspoken and charismatic 
LGBT musician Othon launched 
his new album ‘Pineal’ last 
week at The Garage in Islington 
with a spectacular live show, 
encompassing violinists, choirs, 
several guest singers and an 
Indian headdress woven into 
its tapestry. And tapestry is 
perhaps the optimal word 
to describe his type of live 
performance, for it operated 
upon different layers, 
interacting with and engaging 
the responsive crowd. 

Beginning with a solo violinist 
and the synth thuds of a war 
drum, Othon accompanied his 
singers and instrumentalists on 
keyboard and piano as the show 
sifted through its opalescent 

B Y  P A T R I C K  C A S H

WHAT
INDIE

DID
NEXT

the audience. A consummate 
performer, inbetween songs, 
he laconically drawled to 
the crowd: ‘straight looking, 
straight acting.’

Tomasini is the vocalist on 
Othon’s current single ‘Dawn 
is Yet To Come’ which, in my 
opinion, epitomises his classical 
composition beginnings with 
his PAN music experience – a 
genre he created that embraces 
dramatic pop, shamanic techno 
and down-tempo electronica. 
As a single, it’s rather brilliant. 
However, what was proven by 
the Pineal gig was that Othon’s 
musical range is far greater and 
seemingly all-embracing than can 
be narrowed down to one genre 
or representative – get the Pineal 
album to discover how the future 
of original, highly imaginative 
LGBT music may sound.

Pineal is out now. 

www.othonmataragas.com

Read an ‘In Conversation With’ 
interview with Othon at: www.
qxmagazine.com/blog-event/
in-conversation-with-othon-

mataragas

 

JD Samson

 

Jonathan Kemp

Jonny Woo

OTHON - ‘PINEAL’  
The Garage, 20-22 Highbury Crescent, N5 1RD
Thursday 19th June

Othon & Marc Almond Ernesto Tomasini & Othon
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#FreedomTo…

Joannou

This year’s theme for Pride is ‘Freedom To…’ a concept that was initially suggested by 
QX Editor Cliff Joannou over a chilled glass of Chardonnay in Soho with Michael Salter, 
Chair of Pride in London. The idea was simple: Pride has a different meaning for every 
person that attends it. For one person, it’s a day to party, to drink and not go home for 
48 hours. For the next person, it’s a battle for marriage or legal equality. For the person 
next to them, it’s a struggle for sexual freedom. And for many millions of others - often 
not even in the UK, but thousands of miles away around the world - it’s a daily battle to 
survive in a homophobic, overtly hateful, religious and/or prejudiced society. 
The concept of #FreedomTo is simple: that whatever Pride means to you, whatever 

your concept of gay scene or community is, Pride is a day that allows you to shout, 

With that in mind, Cliff Joannou asked some of the more outspoken people from the 
UK’s gay community to tell us what Pride means to them… 

By
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The LGBT community is now respectable, 
and in some ways the worse for it. In the last 
decade, we’ve made fantastic, positive gains 
but we’ve also witnessed a retreat from radical 
idealism to cautious conformism.
As homophobic laws have been repealed, 
apathy and complacency have replaced activism 
and campaigning. Too many LGBT people are 

At the beginning of the 
modern LGBT freedom 
movement in the early 
1970s, we had a beautiful 
dream of a new sexual 
democracy but it is 
fading fast. In the last 40 
years, there has been a 
massive retreat from the 
ideals and vision of the 
early LGBT liberation 
pioneers. Most LGBT 
people no longer question 
the values, laws and 
institutions of mainstream 
society. They are content 
to settle for equal rights 
within the status quo – 

failings.
It was not always like 

marchers saw the family 
as “a patriarchal prison 
that enslaves women, gays 
and children”. Four decades later, the focus 
on safe, cuddly issues like civil partnerships 
indicates how LGBT people are increasingly 
reluctant to rock the boat and are more than 
happy to embrace traditional heterosexual 
aspirations.

succumbed to the mainstream politics of 
conformism, respectability and moderation.

Gay conservatives and centre-lefts now 
dominate much of the LGBT movement. Few of 
them were involved in the early gay liberation 
struggle. They stayed in the closet or were born 

gains won by the radical pioneers.
Only when it was safe to be out did these 

arriviste activists jump on the bandwagon 
and hijack the LGBT movement for their own 

middle-of-the-road agenda. 
The radical generation are 
now frequently dismissed as 
extremists and marginalised.

in 1972 was organised by 
volunteer, grassroots activists. 
Today, more and more gay 
organisations are run by paid 
career campaigners. These 
sharp-suited middle class 
professionals have infused the 
LGBT movement with their 
own cautious, respectable 
values. Craving acceptance 
and advancement, they rarely 
campaign on contentious 
issues, such as the hysteria 
over consensual sex between 
under-age partners, the 
censorship of sexual imagery 
and the criminalisation of sex 
workers and sadomasochistic 

and might diminish their chances 
of OBEs and peerages.

The unwritten social contract at the heart of 
the recent campaigns for LGBT law reform is 
that gay people should behave respectably. No 
more cruising, orgies or bondage. In return, 
the ‘good gays’ will be rewarded with equal 
treatment. The ‘bad gays’, who fail to conform 
to conventional morality will, of course, 
remain sexual outlaws. Is that what we want? 
A prescriptive moralism that penalises non-
conformists within our own community? 

“ In the 
early 1970s 
we had a 
beautiful 
dream of a 
new sexual 
democracy 
but it is 
fading 
fast.”

Tatchell
Human Rights Campaigner, 
The Peter Tatchell Foundation

“ Too many LGBT 
people are smug 
and self-satisfied.”

GLF Chepstow pub sit-in - 6 October 1971
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With major advancements in legal recognition for LGBT 
people over the past few years, why do we need Pride?
We may have secured legal equality here in Britain, but for many people 
real equality is still some way off. We know that homophobic bullying 
is still rampant in our schools and too many lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
trans people face a daily nightmare of hate crime and abuse. We’ve also 
seen horrendously regressive steps taken right around the world to deny 
LGBT people their fundamental human rights. For all these reasons and 
more, it’s important we march and assert our right to be ourselves.
What does Stonewall have to be proud about in 2014 in 
regards to the LGBT community?
We’re proud that we’re a part of such a vibrant, diverse and passionate 
community. Pride events really show that LGBT people retain the 
ambition to make the world a better place, not just in Britain but right 
around the globe.
Where are we as a community failing each other?
There’s still much more to do to support LGBT people who are black or 
minority ethnic. Too many people fear homophobia and biphobia at home 
but also face racism when they venture out onto the gay scene. And 

gay and bisexual people, our trans brothers and sisters are still taunted 

us has a responsibility to take a stand and challenge this abuse. 

What are the greatest challenges facing the LGBT 
community?
While we may have transformed the landscape for LGBT people here in 
Britain, these changes often don’t reach every corner and community 
of our country. For those living outside of our major cities or those 
struggling to reconcile their faith and their sexuality the freedom that 
many of us enjoy and will celebrate at London Pride seems like a distant 
dream. Our work needs to go further and deeper here at home and we 
need to listen and work with our LGBT friends from around the world 

This year’s Pride theme is ‘Freedom To…’ Do you think 

individuality with a need to conform to mainstream 
society’s ‘safer’ vision of an ideal ‘gay’ citizen?

in Pride celebrations from up and down the country they’d see the 

makes me so proud to work at Stonewall is the enormous diversity of 

LGBT community such a powerful force for change.

“ There’s still much more 
to do to support LGBT 
people who are black 
or minority ethnic. 
Too many people 
fear homophobia and 
biphobia at home but 
also face racism when 
they venture out onto the 
gay scene.”

“As a 
community 
we have a 
responsibility to 
keep fighting.”

Hunt Acting CEO of Stonewall
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With major advancements in legal 
recognition for LGBT people over the 
past few years, do we actually need 
Pride? 
YES! Pride is still required, as long as so-called 
“hetero/normal” adults are still encouraging 
LGBT children to hate themselves. YES! As 
long as poisonous religious indoctrination is still 
encouraging violence and death on LGBT adults 
and children. YES! As long as LGBT people are 
made mentally ill, suicidal and vulnerable to self-
harm and addictions! If Pride can put one person 
that is traumatised and riddled with self-loathing 
on the road to healthy self-acceptance, then it’s 
worth it!
This year’s Pride theme is ‘Freedom 
To…’ Do you think that the LGBT 

personal freedom to be what they 
want to be with a need to conform to 
mainstream society’s ‘safer’ vision of an 
ideal ‘gay’ citizen? 

outsiders’ perspective as we get seduced by 
capitalism and consumerism. They want our cash 
and they’ll toss us a few “freedoms” to get it! I 
think we’re entering a period of neo-orthodoxy! 
Thankfully, there is resistance to blanket blandness. 
We see this in clubs, which encourage people 
to liberate themselves from the straight-jacket 
of so-called gender! Such as Cha-Cha Boudoir 
in Manchester. I suppose mainstream society’s 
ideal of an LGBT person would be someone who 
questions nothing, doesn’t wanna change anything, 
is wholly self-serving and is happy to stand at the 
side of the road, waving a plastic Union Jack, whilst 
a trillionnaire un-elected “Head of State” goes by 
in a glittery golden carriage. As society currently 

person is, the better!
What are the challenges facing the LGBT 
community?
I’m very interested in what my friend, the poet 
Gerry Potter, says about the current cancerous 
phenomena of the bourgeois zeitgeist in our 
community: there’s NO need to give a shit about 

“In the 
early 1970s 
we had a 
beautiful 
dream of a 
new sexual 
democracy 
but it is 
fading fast.”

Hoyle
Cabaret Terrorist and 
Avant Guardian

symmetrical bodies do we have to be 
exposed to? YAWN!
What would David Hoyle’s ideal 
Pride Day entail? 
My ideal Pride event would be a 
friendly mix of revolution and revelry. 
On the morning of the event all Pride 
participants would be allocated a 
portfolio of equal shares in the banks 
and multi-national corporations = 
compensation for years of pure shite! 
There’d be plenty of champagne and 
other essentials for all! A ‘kangaroo 
court’ would be set up in Trafalgar 
Square (now renamed Pussy Riot 
Place) and any adult that’s ever made 
a child feel self-conscious about their 
Queerness, would be summarily 
executed! Entertainment would be in 
the form of impromptu bands, using 
musical instruments liberated from 
army barracks. Peter Tatchell would 
address us all and inspire us to create a 
fairer, more loving society. As the night 
descended, the darkness would contrast 

The Palace of Westminster, and various 
other palaces and similar cosy-clubs of 
the self-serving anti-social “elite”. And 
as a burning Big Ben tumbled into The 
Thames, we would all join-hands and 
sing a medley of inspirational songs, 
such as ‘United We Stand’ and ‘We 
Shall Overcome’ and for some added 
light relief, Black Laces’ ‘We’re Havin’ 
A GangBang’! We can but dream! But 
dreams do come true... Don’t they?

“LOVE, STRENGTH & 
SOLIDARITY TO US ALL!”

anything - like social housing, the on-
going impoverishment of millions of 

bankers and the self-interest of 

class “values”, and just KNOW about 
drizzles of olive oil & balsamic vinegar 
on rocket leaves!
What do we as gay people have 
to be ashamed of?
If we should be ashamed of anything, 
then it’s our silence and lack of solidarity 
with other human rights struggles. The 
bourgeoisie will mutter that “there’ll 
always be prejudice”, and therefore 
there is no point protesting! So we 
may as well be a self-serving ****, 
let alone develop solidarity with the 
oppressed around the world. If that can 
be described as a ‘political stance’, then 
it’s the ‘politics of defeat’! I believe that 
UNITY = STRENGTH!
Where is the LGBT community 
failing its own people?
I think for those of us who are still 
somehow surviving the trauma of the 
physical, emotional and psychological 
homophobic abuse of our childhoods, 

scene with its own heartless demands, 
i.e. have the “right” body, wear the 
right rags and then negate one’s self 
by impersonating homophobic bullies 
and becoming “straight”-acting, feel let 
down by aspects of our community. 
How many photographs of apolitical 
bourgeois white “men” and “boys”, with 

“ Assimilation has diluted our unique 
outsiders perspective as we get seduced 
by capitalism and consumerism.”
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With major advancements in legal recognition for LGBT 
people over the past few years, why do we need Pride? 
We wouldn’t have had those advancements if events like Pride didn’t 
exist, if people didn’t take to the streets in large numbers to show their 
support and challenge; people like Peter Tatchell and our great Patron 
Ian McKellen, joined by hundreds of groups from across the community 
- charities, employers, sports groups and many straight allies. I know 
not everyone gets to attend a Pride event, that there are people who 
would feel very uncomfortable being seen on the streets for cultural or 
family reasons, but Pride should be able to support the groups that in 
turn provide assistance to others unable to Parade, both in this country 
and abroad. 
What does Pride mean today compared to what it meant 
when it started in 1972?
We did some research amongst those who attended Pride in London 
2013 and it was clear that most people now attend in order to celebrate 
rather than campaign, so it’s important that we allow both to happen. I’ve 
described our job as ‘creating a stage’ upon which different groups can 
do what they want: a charity bringing together staff and volunteers for a 
fun day out with a team breakfast before the Parade; employers showing 
their LGBT+ staff how valued they are; a sports team highlighting they 
exist; a Union or group campaigning for change. Pride should always be 
about both celebrating and campaigning, one doesn’t preclude the other, 

highlight London and the UK as a great place to visit and it should be a lot 
of fun. That’s enough isn’t it?
This year’s Pride theme is ‘Freedom To…’ Do you think 

individuality with a need to conform to mainstream 
society’s ‘safer’ vision of an ideal ‘gay’ citizen? 
In short ‘no’, but there’s not a simple answer. I’ve participated in several 
campaigns to change the law in the UK, including working to introduce 
Same-Sex Marriage, does that mean I’m guilty of making us a more 
homogenous society? I think it’s important that we are given the same 
basic rights, but then we all get to choose. I was worried that the sense 
of ‘community’ might be diluted now we’ve achieved what many thought 
was the Holy Grail for equality, but I don’t think that will be the case.  I 
just look at the record number of groups in this year’s LGBT+ Pride in 
London Parade, there’s such an eclectic set that it doesn’t look like we’re 
adopting a ‘conformist’ identity. There’s a chance that we’re looking at 
this the wrong way, that it feels like we’re becoming a ‘safer gay citizen’ 

because society is now more accepting of the breadth of our community. 
I will always stand up for those who are and want to be different, as long 
as they are not harming others. The theme #FreedomTo was chosen as 
it enables everyone to highlight what’s important to them, it could be 
the #FreedomTo marry or be a parent, to live without fear or to play 

across London Buses and Underground, supported by Exterion, and this 
campaign features members of the community. I think those hundreds 
of images are the best answer to this question, there are a myriad of 
different #FreedomTo statements.
What are the great challenges facing the LGBT 
community?
Personally, not on behalf of the Pride in London team, I think there 
are three challenges to address, which I’ll refer to as the ongoing, 
the new and the pressing. The ongoing work is tackling homophobic 
bullying, particularly in schools. I work with Diversity Role Models 

who know they are ‘different’, so the work groups like DRM and 
Stonewall do in this area is vital. The new work is how as a society we 
care for elderly members of the LGBT+ community, we all know that 
many elderly people can suffer terrible loneliness, but if someone also 
feels the need to go back into the closet due to the attitudes of their 
careers it can quickly become an old-age of misery. Finally, the pressing 
- or should that be the ‘depressing’ - we must do more to challenge 
homophobia in other countries, in particular the Commonwealth, and 
that’s something we can all do. 
Where is the LGBT community failing its own people?
Sometimes, we don’t work constructively enough together. It’s great 
that we’ve made such progress as a community but we still need to 
participate. I’m clearly biased, I think Pride matters as a way of raising 
issues and celebrating - its a great way of providing a focus - but there are 

me as we’re all volunteers doing our best and if people think they can 
do better they should get involved; not just with Pride but with other 
charities and causes. I also think the LGBT+ community should consider 
carefully where it spends money on the scene, a number of LGBT+ 
venues show consistent support for charities and organisations like Pride 
in London, but not all of them. So, when you’re handing over your hard 
earned cash for a drink or dinner just think ‘is this venue supporting my 
community or just serving to it?’

“ I will always stand up for 
those who are and want 
to be different.”

Chair, Pride in LondonSalter

“Its opened my eyes to how difficult it can still be for 
young people who know they are ‘different’.”
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“ The path to legal equality has always involved 
overcoming resistance from vested interests, 
privileged constructs and social conventions that 
have been built up over decades and centuries.”

Director and Co-Founder of 
UK Black Pride

This year’s Pride theme is ‘Freedom 
To…’ Do you think the black and 
ethnic minority communities feel 
the same sense of ‘Freedom To’ be 
themselves as other LGBT people?
What is clear to UK Black Pride - which 
supports African, Asian, Caribbean and Arab 
heritage (Black) people, who are lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and trans (LGBT), and come from all 
corners of Europe and beyond - is that when 
LGBT people become more visible it can lead 
to an increase in homo-, bi-, and transphobia 
being expressed in the public sphere.
It is important to distinguish some of the 
causes of homophobic bigotry. Some of it is 
certainly based on a lack of knowledge and 
ignorance; some of it is based on fear, however 
irrational; but other currents of homophobia 
are squarely rooted in hatred of LGBT people 
and our right to be who we were born to be.
What is unfortunate about what we have seen 
in Britain, which recently debated marriage 
equality, is that very often some political 
leaders and opinion formers, make use of 
the public debate about marriage equality 
and other types of laws to fuel homophobia 
for social and political gains. That is what 
has happened in Britain and other European 
countries, as well as in places like Colombia, 
Ghana, India, Jamaica, Nigeria, and Uganda. It is 
fair to say that homo-, bi- and transphobia are 
truly global phenomena.
Of course, the path to legal equality has always 
involved overcoming resistance from vested 
interests, privileged constructs and social 
conventions that have been built up over 
decades and centuries. Winning human rights is 
rarely a smooth process.
How can we address the religious 
and racial oppression that LGBT 
people feel, especially in the black 
community?
While lawmakers have almost certainly 
based their moves on a principle of non-
discrimination, they have often faced 
strong resistance, from organised groups 
of homophobes whether they are the BNP, 
UKIP or some sections of faith communities. 
Confronting far right organisations like Britain 
First, the BNP and UKIP requires courage 
from mainstream political parties. As for faith 
groups, the fact is that despite the powerful 

Catholic countries like Spain, more than 
25,000 gay marriages have been celebrated 
there since 2005. This is testimony to the fact 

that faith need not be a barrier to equality. 
Indeed, religious Catholics in Canada, Italy, 
Spain and Britain recently marked 17th May, 
International Day Against Homophobia, by 
connecting churches in a prayer vigil. For the 

with LGBT Christians and supporters lighting 
candles and joining in prayer to remember 
LGBT people who have died or live in fear 
because of their sexuality. The organisers of 
these progressive activities used a Biblical 
verse: ‘There is no fear in love’ (I John 4:18) to 
justify the activity as ‘a meeting place for new 
paths’ to express ‘voices of so many religious 
people who oppose the use of religion to 
justify hate, refusal and even violence or crimes 
against homosexual and trans people’.
What are the biggest challenges 
facing the black and ethnic LGBT 
community?
UK Black Pride encourages a better 
understanding of the nature and scale of 
challenges faced by Britain’s African, Asian, 
Caribbean and Arab (Black) LGBT communities 
to address these groups’ needs and aspirations. 
The challenges are just as likely to surface from 
within the communities to which Black LGBT 
people belong as they are from outside.
Internal pressures include chronic under-
representation and under-engagement of Black 
LGBT people in ‘mainstream’ Black or LGBT 
community activities. This owes as much to 
an involuntary and historic exclusion – both 
conscious and unconscious – as well as the lack 
of effective voice to orientate ‘mainstream’ 

Black LGBT peoples’ non-binary reality of 
race, religion, gender and sexuality. The 
consequence of this lived experience has 
been that Black LGBT people, who are 
touched by both racism and homophobia 
among other prejudices, are not entirely or 

mainstream activities on our own terms or in 
a manner in which we are comfortable. This 
experience often leads to Black LGBT people 
being presented with an impossible choice 
of embracing one aspect of our identity over 
another at different intervals and in parallel 
realities.
UK Black Pride tries to bridge this divide by 
providing a non-judgemental opportunity for 
Black LGBT people, friends and supporters, to 
come together to celebrate multiple identities 
and experiences with pride and without 
expectation to own, reject or justify anything 
to anyone. It permits taking pride in being who 
we are as determined by ourselves – devoid 
of the social or cultural stereotypes that are 
often projected upon groups.
External pressures include the continuing 
marginalisation of many Black and LGBT 
communities; the dismantling of public and 
private services for Black and LGBT people 
including access to vital health care and 
welfare support; the erosion of social and 
democratic institutions including access to 
community led and community based groups; 
and the growing tide of intolerance towards 
Black and LGBT people in a context of severe 

– which disproportionately impacts on Black 
and LGBT people. These have all contributed 
to an environmental degradation, which has 
prompted a spike in racist and homophobic 
hate crime. Alarmingly, this reality has led to 
Black LGBT people being exposed to greater 
risk of hate crime from different quarters.
UK Black Pride’s work to support Black 
LGBT people shows that when statutory and 
community based support networks are not in 
place to help deal with this reality, many Black 
LGBT people are left isolated and facing the 
impossible choice to embrace one aspect of 
their identity over another or being forced into 
a soul-destroying closet.

Opoku-Gyimah
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“ Owning up to 
our shame is a 
really rare, brave 
thing to do. That 
only happens 
with reflection 
and honesty. 
Dancing your 
arse off to 
Donna Summer 
helps, too.”

“ We should resist the pressure 
to conform just to appear 
‘safe’ to the straight world.”

What is Pride to you? 
To me, Pride is political, and yes, we still need 
it. And it doesn’t mean we can’t do politics 
as well as sequins and feather boas - they are 
not mutually exclusive. We are incredibly 
fortunate here in the UK with LGBT equality. 
It’s important to remember every bit of 
equality legislation we have in this country 
is thanks to Labour. They are the only party 
to enshrine LGBT equality in their manifesto 
(in 1997) and subsequently brought in laws 
to equalize the age of consent, abolish 
Section 28, allow lesbians and gays to serve 
openly in the military, enable equal access to 
goods and services, civil partnerships, and 
so much more. Equal marriage would not 
have happened without Labour crossbench 
votes, support and lobbying in the Commons 
and Lords. So yes, I’m banging the drum for 
Labour… What else is new? 
This year’s Pride theme is ‘Freedom 
To…’ Do you think that the LGBT 

I think it’s important as gay people that we 
have as many lifestyle options open to us as 
possible - that’s a new concept, and should be 
embraced. I just hope homo doesn’t become 
the new hetero, if you know what I mean. We 
should resist the pressure to conform just to 
appear “safe” to the straight world.

and Lesbian Weakness that Duckie 

be ashamed about and what is lesbian 
weakness? 
Back in the 1990s, one year Pride was called 
‘Gay Pride and Lesbian Strength’. We turned 
it into Gay Shame and Lesbian Weakness. 

In the past decade we dropped the ‘Lesbian 
Weakness’, but are bringing it back this year. 
We started Gay Shame over 15 years ago; 
Duckie have always had an alternative take 
on what Pride means. This year it’s all about 
enforced fun. We hold a mirror up to Pride, 

of homosexual life. I think owning up to our 
shame is a really rare, brave thing to do. That 

Dancing your arse off to Donna Summer 
helps, too.

the LGBT community?
We need to deal with homophobia in sport, 
the eternal issue of bullying in schools, dedicate 
ourselves to helping our LGBT brothers 
and sisters internationally, gain a deeper 
understanding of trans* issues, and plan for our 

to be truly liberated, and what’s going to 
happen when we all get old?

its own people?
I think we need more honesty and openness 
about mental health issues in our community. 
Organisations like PACE do a brilliant job. 
But we need to take away the stigma and help 
ourselves and each other to be healthy not just 
in body but in mind, too. 

Duckie co-founder and hostess

Lamé
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Cliff Joannou takes a 
seat next to Christeene 
in his sexually infused 
sewer of shamelessness…*

Meet

the Sexual Apocalypse
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Christeene is at ‘Duckie presents Gay Shame and Lesbian Weakness’ at the Electric Brixton
 on Pride Day Saturday 28th June, 9pm-4am. Tickets £18 advance.

Watch Christeene’s fucking awesome videos and read more at christeenemusic.com

* punctuation, grammar and spelling as supplied… ;-)

Tell us about your views on 
gender as a performance...
I think dat people gotta start fuggin 
realizin da therr r a fuck ton of different 
waterways dat navigate around diz 
simplistic shit of male an female bull ca-
ca. Da one thing dat can alwayz crack 
open dat nut inside ur big ass head is 
‘Performance’... an derr aint no better 
way tooo shift da shape of sum gender 
around than bustin out da majiik closet an 
dressin them dreamz up juz riyeeet in a 
performance space.
What are your beliefs regarding 
‘Gay’ - or LGBT - Pride?
Shit. Most Pride’s juz gone an got about 
as full uh shit as da Catholic church. Used 
tooo be a celebration of every an all. Of 
da whole freakin family...an i fuckin mean 
FREAK-IN. Wuz a focused history lesson 
of da brave members of diz famileeee dat 
tore it up and tore it down ferrrr all of 
us. Now a lot of times da Oprah anglez in 
my heart git sad an git fed up when i see 
a Pride that has that twisted corporate 
cheeze cloth wrapped around it. Make me 
wanna stank shit up.

individuality with a desire to 
conform to mainstream society’s 
‘safer’ vision of an ideal ‘gay’ 
citizen? 
I think therr iz a fuck ton of da LGBTQ 
gang dat have gone all heteronormative 
an gone an assimilated so that tha straight 
folk can feel ok, yeah. But i also know dat 
becuuuuuz of a lotta dat messy shit, there 
been a full tilt from tha cray LGBTQI side 

mysterious and tha untouchable majiik in 
all our queer fuggin souls.
What’s your tale on the concept 
of Gay Shame and Lesbian 
Weakness that Duckie are 
addressing in their Pride night 
event? 

I tink dat when deez fuckers say Gay 
Shame an Lesbian Weaknessss...it is 
dat very fuckin thing...tha cray side 
celebration every aspect of themselves, 
every form an facet of their queer spirit 

heteronormative assimilatin’ shitz might 
deem shameful weak. But fuck. Mostly 
iz juz one uh tha best celebrations u can 
wrap dat dick around haaaaaay!
What does sexuality and 
sex mean to you? 
Meanz a goood smell...like on a 
used bath towel. 
Do you believe gay people 
are intrinsically raised to be 
ashamed of sex, hence the 
proliferation of the dark 
room/cruising/fetish scene?
Fuck whut society says bout all 
deez beautiful exotic creatures. 
We like tha dark roomz an 
da fetish smackin cuz it is a 
celebration of so many rooms....
so many dark rivers that only we 
know how too navigate. 
Is that scene simply 
popular amongst gay 
men because society says 
men can have casual sex 
without judgment and 
women cannot?
Pleeeeeeeeeze. I know a fuckin 
TON uh womyn who can fuck 
you casually til next Tuezday.
What are your views on safe sex? 
I think yall should be strappin dat 
fuckin rubber on. A hole iz still a hole, 
baybeeeez, no matter whut u gotta take 
care of while pluggin it. 
What do you think about 
monogamy? Is it a natural state of 
being for people? 
Fuck if i know
And what about the concept of 
romantic love? 

Lucky be tha shits who git it.
Your music and videos completely 
usurp the preconceptions of 
sex and sexuality. When did you 
start exploring those themes and 
playing with gender? 
Shit. I cant remember when anything 
fuggin started with mee. When deez 
songs of mine found tha person who 
became da keeper of tha movin images 

by tha name of PJ Raval 
- he make all da videos 
wit me - then worlds 
collided and exploration 
toook too da fuggin 
front seat. We aint got 
an agenda. We just let 
da monkey box in our 
brains turn tha crank an 
play tha musical chairs.
What are the 
great challenges 
facing the LGBT 
community?
Da fuggin LGBTQ 
language police.
Where is the LGBT 
community failing 
its own people?
Da fuggin LGBTQ 
language police not 
meetin in da fuckin 
middle.
What is your single 

greatest pleasure?
A full room of hungry fuggin people 
who wanna stare at uh stage an git fed by 
my shit.
Have you ever contemplated 
suicide?
Sui - who?
If you could inhabit the body of 
anyone else on this planet, but 
with your own mind and thinking, 
who would it be?
Da chickenz in my yard.

da Oprah 
anglez in my 
heart git sad 
an git fed 
up when i 
see a Pride 
that has 
that twisted 
corporate 
cheeze cloth 
wrapped 
around it!
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LGBT was introduced in the 1990s to 
replace the pan-term ‘gay’ for a collective 
community that quite clearly wasn’t all gay. 
Gay as a synonym for same-sex attraction 
didn’t take into account the gender 
differences between lesbians and gay men, 
made bisexuality invisible, and forced the 
gender issue of transsexualism into a box 
of sexuality. Therefore the acronym of 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgendered 
was thought to more adequately represent 
that community. 

As the years progressed more terms were 

used or not; LGBTQI is fairly often seen in 
use now, the Q and I standing for ‘queer/
questioning’ and ‘intersex’. An alternate 
‘+’ symbol manages to be all-inclusive and 
vague at the same time, encompassing 
other groups such as ‘allied’ and ‘non-
binary’, those who don’t adhere cerebrally 
to either gender. 

And this weekend for Pride we have 
the opportunity to celebrate together 
all these differences; all our differences; 
to state we’re not the same as straight 
and cisgendered society, and that of this 
difference we are not ashamed. As the 
Pride in London website states, their 
mission in 2014 is to be ‘fully inclusive of all 
sections of the LGBT+ community’ and ‘to 
provide a celebration of LGBT+ life’. 

But are we bonded together cohesively 
as a community simply because of our 
difference? If we look at Pride’s very 
initial political beginnings, does the risk 
of violence and abuse provide enough 
of a glue to join us? In some ways on 

the immediate surface, there seem to 
be more divisions than connectedness 
amongst these groups: lesbians and gay 
men don’t hang out, bisexuals are erased, 
transgendered issues misunderstood. 

Yet, on a personal level I myself live with 
two lesbians who I count amongst my 
closest friends. I’ve met a lot of people in 
recent years who feel freer now to describe 
themselves openly as bisexual than ever 
before. And one of the most 
popular features I’ve written 
in the past year for QX as a 
gay men’s magazine, has been 
‘Trans Frontiers’ featuring 
transsexual icons of the 
LGBT scene speaking about 
their lives. 

 There is, it seems 
then, much scope for 
the understanding and 
empathy for one another 
amongst LGBT(+) that 
a real community needs 
to survive and develop. 
Yet these potential roots 
struggle against the choking 
weeds of stereotyping rifts, 
easy ridicule and excluding 
cliques. Is there another, familiar social 
environment where these types of divisive 
concepts are endemic? 

microcosm of wider society, then the 
educative one provides all that with the 
additional viciousness and ruthless social 
mores that the insecurities of formulating 
identities provide. Secondary school is likely 

the stage that most LGBT people realise 
their difference from the rest of society. 
And as RuPaul said recently in an interview: 
‘People who have been oppressed take on 
the characteristics of their oppressor.’

This is not necessarily referring to being 
bullied, as scarring as that experience can 
be for its victims, but even the self-enforced 
silence of the closet is an oppression of a 
sort. It is an oppression both of speech, 

and visibility, made 
especially pertinent in a 
British education system 
wrapped up in a legacy 
of Section 28. The clause 
banning ‘the promotion of 
homosexuality’ in schools, 
has only been out of law 
since 2003. 

To work against these 
early and formative 
experiences of perpetual 
hiding, of denial of 
ourselves, and fear of 
rejection for who we 
are, is to come together 
in solidarity and support 
for one another whether 
lesbian, gay, bi, trans 

or other. Because we’ve all possibly got 
some issues, but none of us should have 
any reason to judge, be judged or feel 
ashamed. And if we could work together 
as a community to collectively negate 
any lingering idea of shame, then that’s 
something for which we could march on 
Saturday smiling, and of which we could and 
should be proud. 

With Pride in London happening this weekend, we ask what the 
concept of ‘pride’ means to the LGBT+ community of London, and 

how that community exists together in 2014.  

By Patrick Cash

Over the past year I’ve had the privilege of interviewing 
some of the most interesting academics, artists, health 
workers, activists and other figures operating on the 

contemporary LGBT scene. Here are some of their views 
about the LGBT community in 2014:

Dr Rose Hepworth, 
Goldsmiths University 

My day-to-day experiences of an LGBT 
community are mostly of my homelife - I live 

But the LGBT community and the pride it takes in 
being part of the rich social fabric of London has made 

this city somewhere that I have been able to live and work as easily in 
my new relationship as I could when people assumed I was straight.

Wendyl Harris, LGBT Activist

We were one community and we 
stood together and supported each 
other but it’s quite sad really in 2014 
to see the divisions between lesbians 
and gay men are just as bad as they ever 
were in some areas and the divisions between 
the LG and the BT, the way that the transgender community 
is still massively discriminated against.

L + G + B + T = PRIDE?

THE LGBT COMMUNITY & PRIDE

“ none of us 
should have 
any reason 
to judge, be 
judged or feel 
ashamed”
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1: Pretty Miss Cairo, Performance Artist
Are we going out of our way to make 
sure that we create a safe space for every 
LGBTQIA member to feel that they can 
walk down the road with their head held 
high without fear of abuse physically or 
emotionally? If we aren’t even considering 
these things, what are we proud for? 

2: Robert Palmer, Burrell Street Clinic
I think for us to become a more healthy 
community is going to take a lot of looking 
after ourselves and realising that we are 
actually quite fragile, vulnerable people and 
have been through a war over the last twenty 
or thirty years, and we need to start pulling 
ourselves together. 

3: Tareq de Montfort, Artist
A lot of gay men grow up being ostracised 
or suppressed or bullied, so this is their 
chance in the big, bright city to be gorgeous 
and wonderful and, god forbid, never being 
bullied again so what does one do? Make 
oneself gorgeous, make oneself muscular, but 
then one forgets that some people are not 
muscular and that people look different and 
like different things. 

4: Matthew Stradling, Artist

ethnic minorities to come out, it’d be nice 
if there was more reaching out to them. 
It’s very easy if you’re white and pretty and 
making money in London.

5: Jacob V Joyce, Artist & Performer
I think that the British government, capitalism 
and pop culture have realised that the Pink 
Pound is a valuable asset, so you have to 
satisfy that community and try and make them 
seem like they are accepted. 

6: Dr Jonathan Kemp, Writer and Academic
When you have gay Tory boys wanting 
to sideline, marginalise, erase any kind of 
alternative ways of being, it’s because they 
are desperate for acceptance and they know 
acceptance will only come from being as 

with their nail polish and mascara are not 
mainstream, thank god.

7: Richard Sawdon Smith, Photographer and
Academic 
While we are busy promoting a 
heteronormative idea of equality we 
mustn’t forget about being open to 
diversity, something that makes the gay 
community so special. 

8: David Stuart, Lead Drugs Advisor,
56 Dean Street
[The gay community] need a drug for a 
different purpose and that purpose is tied 
up with their relationship to sex. It’s tied 
up with fear and rejection. Too many gay 
guys are in bed, but not feeling horny when 
they’re sober. 

9: Tessa Haulke, Translondon
I feel the T in LGBT is often forgotten by 
the G part. I see it sometimes, say like there 
might be an event billed as “LGBT”, and all 
evening not a mention of trans, or bisexual 
for that matter, occurs. 

10: Johanna Londinium, Club Hostess
In general I think the gay community 
embraces most minorities with open arms. 

11: Jamie McDermott, The Irrepressibles
There is as much an aesthetic of feeling a 
uniqueness of gay expression as there is a 

difference. We are all different and we’re 
different within the gay community as well, 
and that complexity needs to be expressed.

12: Shaun Ross, Model
The only reason you’re posting pictures 
of your body on Grindr and Instagram is 
because you want some sort of validation 

it within yourself, which is why a lot of men, 
especially gay men, are very, very insecure, 
they don’t even really notice it.

13: Manu Valcarce, Photographer & Social
Documenter
One of the things I’m commenting on, 
although it’s the case for everyone not just 
if you’re gay, is if you’re forced to leave 
your house. Maybe that’s why we’re talking 
about this (LGBT poverty).

14: Othon, Musician
[My video] is basically about co-evolution 
and how we became this community in 
London and have blended with each other 
and so it’s lots of my friends, and our friends 
in the video. It is about a new dawn, a 
sunrise, a very hopeful thing.

15: Francisco Gomez de Villaboa,
Photographer & Artist
Many countries in Europe are suffering 
from a protracted economic recession and 
this exhibition aims to create solidarity 
across the LGBTQ communities in these 
recession hit states. 
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Dirty Disko at Barcode, 69 Albert 
Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 
10pm-5am. £5. DJs Alex Georgiou 
and Steven Artis and friends play 
the dirty disco sounds at Vauxhall 
industrial Barcode club spot. 
G-A-Y Late at 5 Goslett Yard, 
off Charing Cross Road, WC2. 
11pm-3am. Hot pop sounds get 
played out across the club, drink 
specials, cute guys and an almost 
unrivalled highly electric atmosphere. 
Open 7 days. 
Thursgays at East Bloc, 217 City 
Road, Shoreditch, EC1V 1JN. 
10.30pm-late. Midnight Yeast Cabaret 
deliver a performance by Oozing 
Gloop, Lewis Burton and Rodent 
Decay with tunes by resident DJs 
playing pop, dance, R’n’B, disco and 
electro. 
Room Service at Miabella, 12-13 
Greek Street, Soho, W1D 4DJ. 
10pm-3am. Don’t you dare miss this 
fiercely social, sexy club spot, playing 
edgy and upfront house. Expect hot 
gogo eye candy and hosted by fab 
scene faces. Get snapped by the 
legendary resident papper! 

BARS & CABARET
Meth Lab at The Black Cap, 171 
Camden High Street, NW1 7JY. 
The popular Camden cabaret, pub 
and club hosts a new night of drag 
and drink. TONIGHT: The inimitable 
Meth delivers a night of edgy cabaret 
and underground art with Milk and 
Tammie Brown for Ru Paul’s Drag 
Race. 

MUSTS
YOUR GUIDE TO THE WEEK'S BEST 

BAR
CLUB 
CABARET

EVENTS IN LONDON

MAYBES

FULL LISTINGS AVAILABLE AT WWW.QXMAGAZINE.COM

THURSDAY 26TH JUNE

CLUBS & EVENTS
Garconne at Corsica Studios, 4/5 
Elephant Road, SE17 1LB. Doors 
8pm. £6 advance, £8 OTD. Garconne 
returns with its quintessential dark 
synth performances and uber dancing 
crowd, including Krista Papista, Soft 
Riot and Berlin-based Crime all live. 
Thirsty at Manbar, 79 Charing 
Cross Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE. 
10pm-3.30am. Free. The off-Soho 
bar keeps the night going ‘til late with 
Gaydio’s Phil Marriott’s commercial 
dance anthem onslaught.

Ku Klub at Ku Bar Lisle Street, 
Leicester Square, WC2. 6pm-3am. 
FREE. The legendary Tasty Tim and 
guests spin the pop sounds and floor 
fillers. 
Cruise Control at Eagle London, 
349 Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 
5QY. 9pm-late. £6 entry, includes 
first drink and coat check. Cruise 
spaces to explore with darker, deeper 
beats to play to.  
Ted’s TV/TS Night at Ted’s Place, 
305a North End Road. 7pm-2am. £5. 
The night for fellas in frocks and their 
admirers. 
G-A-Y Porn Idol at Heaven, Villiers 
Street, WC2N 6NG. 11pm-4am. 
Discount wristbands from G-A-Y Bar. 
The biggest amateur strip contest in 
town is back! Win £100 on the night 
and maybe £1,000 in the Final. Plus, 
hot pop spun across the venue. To 
compete text 07789 553 868 or email 
info@g-a-y.co.uk

revelry, with acts Ernesto Sarezale, 
Pretty Miss Cairo, The Sex Workers’ 
Opera, Trine Munk, Jack Cole and live 
band Caroline Smiling. Plus DJs Dr 
Jonathan Kemp, Sina Sparrow and 
Mrs (Lee) Dalloway for gay indie/
electro after-party Trashbag.  
Fitladz at Barcode, 69 Albert 
Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 
10pm-8am. £8 members, £10 guests. 
The club session for horny lads with 
hot grooves from the DJs and an 
extended cruise space. TONIGHT: 
Kick-Off Pride Spunktacular, 
celebrating sexy sports shortz and full 
knee length soccer sox.

Dirty Dishes at 369 Helmsley Place, 
London Fields, E8 3SB. 8pm-5am. 
£10, £8 concessions before 11pm, 
£12 after midnight. Dirty Diana and 
Dish combine for a night to remember 
with a live performance from Lady 
Carthel, and DJs Pep Sanchez, Borja 
Pena, Frankco Harris, Cathal aka 
Packin’ C aqnd Charlie Coincoin. 
G-A-Y Camp Attack at Heaven, Villiers 
Street, WC2N 6NG. 11pm-4am. FREE 
with wristband from G-A-Y Bar. Main 
Floor plays 70s, 80s, 90s, 00 & 01, Star 
Bar is 02 to present day, videos in the 
Pop Room. Musical theme sing-along in 
the Departure Lounge. 
Ku Klub at Ku Bar Lisle Street at 30 
Lisle Street, Leicester Square, WC2. 
10pm-3am. FREE b4 11pm, £5 after. 
Pop perfection and hot floor fillers 
as Ku’s hot 3 spin the tunes in its 
downstairs basement club spot. 
Nancy’s at Dalston Superstore, 

Molly Moggs at 2 Old Compton 
Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. FREE. 
Insanely sociable cosy bar. Jeff 
Kristian entertains (8.30pm).
Quiz Night at The Roebuck, 84 
Ashmole Street, SW8 1NE. 8pm 
onwards. £1 entry. Cash prizes to 
be won at The Roebuck for their 
awesome Quiz Night. 
Two Brewers, 114 Clapham High 
Street, SW4 7UJ. Bar open 4pm-2am. 
FREE b4 10pm, £3 after. Popular 
South London cabaret/club spot. 
TONIGHT: Cabaret from Dave Lynn.
Gossip at West 5, Pope’s Lane, 
South Ealing, W5 4NB. Open from 
8pm. FREE. Ealing’s hugely popular 
club, bar and cabaret spot. 
Backing The Stars at Halfway 2 
Heaven, 7 Duncannon Street, Charing 
Cross, WC2N 4JF. Long running 
popular central London cabaret pub 
with Kevin Walsh. 
VS at Circa, 62 Frith Street, Soho, 
W1. 4pm-4am. Munroe Bergdorf and 
Adam Turner get you warmed up for 
Room Service with some unrivalled 
Thursday night hotness! 
Rupert Street at 50 Rupert Street, 
Soho, W1D 6DR. From 8pm. Weekly 
dance session at the popular Soho 
bar. TONIGHT: Enriched with DJ 
Rich B.
Comptons of Soho at 51-53 Old 
Compton Street, Soho, W1D 6HN. 
12pm-midnight. One of Soho’s best 
loved traditional gay pubs, always 
busy and always friendly and always 
fun.
Kazbar at 50 Clapham High Street, 
SW4 7UL. 4pm-3am. Free. Funky 
Clapham bar with stylish swish. 
TONIGHT: Funky, deep house from 
DJ Norbert. 

FRIDAY 27TH JUNE 

CLUBS & EVENTS
Bump at Rise, 1 Leicester Square, 
Soho, WC2H 7NA. 10pm-3am. £10 
(£6 concs). ID required for entry. 
Towering over central London with 
views across the city. Commercial 
house sounds from DJs Gretta 
Gargola, and Arnaldo Novais play the 
tunes. Hosted by Chrissy Darling. 
Dark Fabrics Cabaret & Trashbag 
at Vogue Fabrics, 66 Stoke 
Newington Road, Dalston, N16 7XB. 
8.30pm(show 9pm)-3am. £5. Patricia 
Primarché presents her carnival-
esque romp of performance and 

Phil Marriott

Meth
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5HY. 9pm-3am. £4 before 11pm, £6 
after. The cult gay pinup zine summer 
launch, with special guests Dirt Box 
joining the Meat boys for hi-NRG, 
Italo disco, electro, hip-house and 
synthpop. 
A:M (afterhours) at Protocol, South 
Lambeth Road, SW8 1RT. 1am 
(Saturday morning)-11am. £12. The 
original Saturday morning afterhours 
beast that continues to light up the 
weekend ahead of the rest churns out 
the turbocharged house sounds. 

BARS & CABARET 
Rupert Street at 50 Rupert Street, 
Soho, W1D 6DR. Open ‘til 1am. 
Soho’s sexy bar is ready to shine 
again with weekly DJ sets to get you 
in the weekend mood! TONIGHT: Pre-
Pride Warm-Up from Moto Blanco.
Comptons of Soho at 51-53 Old 
Compton Street, Soho, W1D 6HN. 
12pm-2am. The grand dame of Soho. 
TONIGHT: DJ Lee Harris plays the 
pre-Pride sounds ‘til 3am!

Kazbar at 50 Clapham High Street, 
SW4 7UL. 4pm-3am. Free. Funky 
Clapham bar with stylish swish. 
TONIGHT: We Love The 90s’ 
with DJ Paul Culshaw! Hosted by 
Nervenzellen. 
Sauna Bar at 29 Endell Street, 
Covent Garden, WC2H 9BA. 
11.30am-2am. £16. £5 off entry with 
QX advert. The only licensed gay 
sauna in the West End, open ‘til super 
late every weekend. 
Camp As Hits at The City of Quebec, 
12 Old Quebec Street, Marble Arch, 
W1H 7AF. 10pm-3am. Venerable 
institution of the gay scene rocks out 
some pop classics for an evening 
of fun. 
The Bridge at 8 Voltaire Road, 
Clapham, SW4 6DH. Clapham’s 
newest addition to the gay scene. DJ 

117 Kingsland High St, E8 2PB. 
9pm-4am. Free b4 11pm/£5 after. 
Weekly night of regular resident DJs 
spinnin’ up a storm of top deck disco 
house and hot tracks to shack out to. 
TONIGHT: Marvin & Guy UK debut and 
join Rufus and Bambi and Anomolous 
DJing in the laser basement, plus 
hot young duo Discosmack and 
Basildon’s finest Martyn Fitzgerald. 
Spunk at Manbar, 79 Charing Cross 
Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE. 10pm-3am. 
Free b4 11pm. Start the weekend with 
a bang. Commercial dance remixes 
from DJs Amos, Rob C and Brent 
Nicholls. 
Super Electric Party Machine at 
East Bloc, 217-219 City Road, EC1V 
1JN. 10pm-6am. Free before 12am 
with flyer, £5 before 12am with free 
drink, £8 before 1am with free drink, 
£10 after. Freshest, hottest talent 
playing the best new music with DJ 
Larry Tee and guests at this hot-ass 
East London basement club spot. 
TONIGHT: Guest DJ Jodie Harsh.

G-A-Y Late at 5 Goslett Yard, 
off Charing Cross Road, WC2. 
7.30pm-3am. Hot pop sounds, drink 
specials, cute guys and a pop perfect 
atmosphere. 
Yes at The Joiners Arms, 116-
118 Hackney Road, E2 7QL. 
11.30pm-4am. FREE b4 11pm/£5 
after. Packing them into the East 
London dance and drink spot every 
Friday. 
Tonker at Eagle London, 349 
Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 5QY. 
9pm-3am. Advance tickets £8, £10 
on the door. Homeground, the Kate 
Bush magazine, throws another Kate 
themed party at the RVT with the UK’s 
best KB tribute band Cloudbusting 
plus a line of top DJs.  
Before the Night at RVT, 372 
Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 

Kurt plays the tunes for a pre-Pride 
peeps.
Ku Bar Soho, 25 Frith Street, WC1D 
5LB. Open ‘til 3am. Ku Bar’s little 
brother stretches across two floors for 
that perfect Soho warm-up drinking 
session and a little dance with 
downstairs DJs. 
The Two Brewers, 114 Clapham 
High Street, SW4 7UJ. 5pm-4am. 
Entry free before 10pm, £6 after. One 
of the finest gay cabaret pubs in all of 
London shows you some of the best 
shows, music and more. TONIGHT: 
Cabaret from Lady Imelda. 
The Edge at 11 Soho Square, Soho, 
W1D 3QE. 12noon-3am. FREE b4 
10.30pm. Four floors of fun! Top 
tunes from the DJs spinning top 40, 
pop, funky house and more. 
Discipline at Circa, 62 Frith Street, 
Soho, W1D 3JN. 4pm-1am. Soho’s 
intimate but packed-out bar/club spot 
watches Munroe Bergdorf and friends 
werq the floor! 
Central Station at 37 Wharfdale 
Road, Kings Cross, N1 9SD. Open ‘til 
4am. FREE entry. Cabaret and DJs ‘til 
late. TONIGHT: Entertainment from 
Lucy Jones.
Molly Moggs at 2 Old Compton 
Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. FREE. Soho’s 
most intimate cabaret bar. TONIGHT: 
Diva’s Unlimited with Diamond Pearl 
(8.30pm).
The Roebuck at 84 Ashmole Street, 
SW8 1NE. 6-11pm. Happy hour all 
night at this enticing new gay friendly 
venue in the Oval area where you can 
meet local lads and sexy drinkers. 
Friday Night Live with Myra 
Dubois at Halfway 2 Heaven, 7 
Duncannon Street, Charing Cross, 
WC2N 4JF. 9pm-3am. The central 
London cabaret hot spot. TONIGHT: 

Lola Lasagne is Myra’s special guest.
West 5 at South Ealing, Pope’s Lane, 
W5 4NB. The popular West London 
club, bar and cabaret spot, with added 
Piano Lounge fun. TONIGHT: Cabaret 
from Son ofa Tutu. Ian Parker in the 
Piano Lounge and DJ Steffy on the 
decks. 
The Victoria at 186 Hoe Street, 
Walthamstow, E17. Open ‘til 3am. 
Lively East End pub features karaoke 
every Friday! 
New Bloomsbury Set at 76 
Marchmont Street, Bloomsbury, 
WC1N 1AG. 4pm-11.30pm. Open 
seven days a week for the more 
social gays around the Kings Cross/
Bloomsbury area and those after a 
refreshing new experience. London’s 
only 21+ bar!

PRIDE IN LONDON
SATURDAY 28TH JUNE

CLUBS & EVENTS
Pride in London. Celebrate the joy of 
#FreedomTo be who you want to be! 
Parade: starts 1pm at Baker Street, 
and heads down Oxford Street, along 
Regent Street, past Piccadilly, then 
on to Trafalgar Square and ends in 
Whitehall.
Main Stage. 1pm-8pm: All-day 
entertainment featuring Conchita 
Wurst, Ian McKellen, La Voix and so 
much more. See page 2.
Soho: celebrate on the streets in the 
beating heart of London’s gay scene. 
See listings below for specific venue 
details.
G-A-Y presents Magical Pride 
with Darcy Oake at Heaven, Villiers 
Street, WC2N 6NG. 10pm-5am. FREE 
wristbands available from G-A-Y Bar. 

Jodie Harsh

Lee Harris
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The palace of pop and quite possibly 
the world’s most famous gay club 
packs out this cavernous venue. 
TONIGHT: G-A-Y ‘FREE’ Magical 
Pride featuring BGT finalist, magician 
Darcy Oake. 
WE Party: Kiss Me Tiger at The 
Coronet, 28 New Kent Road, Elephant 
& Castle, SE1 6TJ. 10pm-7am. £10 
super advance, MOTD. The Spanish 
club beast is back with animalistic 
tendencies for Pride. WE present 
their infamous party with international 
special guest DJ Luiggi, plus Steve 
Pitron, Gonzalo Rivas and Zach Burns.
Blocheads at East Bloc, 217 City 
Road, Shoreditch, EC1V 1JN. 
10.30pm-6am. £5 before midnight, 
£8 after. Blocheads is back with the 
queerest or the queer in East London 
basement bloc-rockin’ beats. DJ line-
up: Done & Dusted, Tasty Tim plus 
Ursula Snakes, Ray Noir and Andrew 
Moore. 
SexCircus at Area, 67 Albert 
Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 
10pm-6am. £15. Sex Circus is back 
for the Pride Edition with porn star 
performers live on stage and DJs like 
Lee Harris, Noor Al-Qaraghuli and 
Oliver Mohns. Plus, all the darkened 
corners for you to explore from an 
event that delivers the maximum 
horny on stage action.

Tik Tok Xtra Pride at Barcode, 69 
Albert Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 
7TP. 8pm-super late. £8. Huge Pride 
party at Barcode with DJs Borja 
Pena, Steven Artis, Chris Barker, Alex 
Georgiou, Alessandro Londra and 
hosted by Deborah Ombres and Raul 
Pony.   
Duckie presents Gay Shame & 
Lesbian Weakness at Electric 
Brixton, Town Hall Parade, SW2 1RJ. 
9pm-4am. £18 advance tickets. The 
annual festival of homosexual misery 

makes its grand return on Gay Pride 
night starring Christeene, Ann Liv 
Young and Lady Leshurr, lead by Amy 
Lamé, with music from the Readers 
Wifes and Unskinny Bop. 
Papercut at Dalston Superstore, 
117 Kingsland High Street, E8 2PB. 
9pm-3am. FREE b4 10pm/£5 after. 
Miltos B and Wandson Maxx bring 
their cult night to both floors of the 
‘Superstore, with midsummer techno 
delinquency and Bunni Splanchnik. 
XXL at Pulse, 1 Invicta Plaza, South 
Bank, SE1 9UF. 8pm-8am. £8 
members, £15 guests. £5 after 4am. 
4 huge arenas, a mega cruise space 
and chill space. Plus, big tunes from 
resident DJs Christian M, Alex Logan, 
Joe Egg, Andy Almighty and Stewart 
Styles. TONIGHT: XXL Retrospective. 
Urban World Pride at the Scala, 
275 Pentonville Road, N1 9NL. 
10pm-6am. £15 standard, £10 
students before 12am, drag artists 
free. Urban World Pride provides 
unity, diversity and pride with clubs 
including Bootylicious, Work, Queer 
Nation, Urban Desi, Liberte and 
Habibi all united under one roof for 
banging beats and top DJs! 

R&She at Vogue Fabrics, 66 
Stoke Newington Road, N16 7XB. 
10pm-3am. £3 before 11pm, £5 
after. QBoy, David Oh and Neil Prince 
present their Post-Pride special 
dedicated to the Queens of R&B and 
hip-hop! 
Exilio at Exilio, 1 Archway Close, 
N19 3TD. 7pm-4am. £7 early bird, 
£10 advance, £15 at the door. Exilio 
plays a mix of Latin genres, salsa, 
merengue, bachata and invites you 
to party to nine hours of infectious 
Latin beats, mixed by resident DJs G, 
Bertran and Olie.   
Pantastic at The Joiners Arms, 

116-118 Hackney Road, E2 7QL. 
10pm-6am. FREE b4 11.30pm/£5 
after. One of the East End’s most 
legendary pub/clubs. TONIGHT: DJ 
Alessandro and Romano for a huge 
Love 28-06-14 party! Open until 6am! 
R18 Unrestricted at Eagle London, 
349 Kennington Lane, SE11 5QY. 
9pm-4am. Free before 10pm, £6 
after. R18 presents a huge load of 
man on man action, with Alfie Stone 
and special guest Scott Hunter 
performing plus deep and dirty DJs 
Astroboy and Eduardo Hererra. 
Ku Klub at Ku Bar Lisle Street at 30 
Lisle Street, Leicester Square, WC2. 
5pm-3am. FREE b4 11pm, £5 after. 
£3 with wristband/membership. The 
party continues in Ku’s basement club 
with hot pop and floor fillers from the 
DJs. TONIGHT: Open even earlier for 
Pride from 5pm! Hosted by Nieko. 
DJs Pablo, Alejandro and Prince 
Persona.
Hombre at Manbar, 79 Charing Cross 
Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE. 10pm-3am. 
Free b4 11pm/£3 after. Weekly 
pre-party for Beyond afterhours with 
tunes by Gretta Gargola and Beyond’s 
resident guest DJs. TONIGHT: Pride 
Party with 12 hours of DJs Rob C, 
Chris Amos, Gretta Gargola and 
Michel Mizrahi. 
The Joiners Arms at 116-118 
Hackney Road, E2 7QL. 11pm-6am. 
FREE b4 11.30pm. The original East 
London club spot celebrates Pride 
with DJs Alessandro, Romano and a 
whole heap of hot dudes and other 
LGBTs. Open late ‘til 6am. 
The Trendy Discotheque at The 
Black Cap, 171 Camden High Street, 
NW1 7JY. New Camden clubbing 
experience from the makers of Push 
The Button. Get pissed and dance to 
Scandinavian pop! Robyn rules, OK!?
Sweatbox Foam Party at 1-2 
Ramilies Street, Soho, W1F 7LN. 24 
hours. £16. Unwind and release some 
tension after a stressy week with the 
all the fun of the foam at Sweatbox’s 
original weekly party. Tonight: Happy 
Gay Pride Special! 
G-A-Y Late at 5 Goslett Yard, 
off Charing Cross Road, WC2. 
11pm-3am. Hot pop sounds, drink 
specials, cute guys and a pop 
perfect atmosphere. TONIGHT: No 
door charge! Free entry wristbands 
available from G-A-Y Bar. 
Wotever World at RVT, 372 
Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 
5HY. 8pm-2am. £8 advance, £10 
OTD.  A special edition of the Bar 
Wotever experience showcasing 
community, music, and performance 
creativity. 
Beyond (afterhours) at Fire, South 
Lambeth Road, Vauxhall, SW8 1RT. 
4.30am (Sunday morning)-late. £10 

Mista Pierre
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advance tickets available. The crazy 
club beast takes it up a notch with 
a move to Fire for the late night/
early morning house music session. 
TONIGHT: Pride spectacular with 
Beyond all-stars. 
Unchill at Barcode, 69 Albert 
Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 6am 
(Sunday morning) -midday. £10 full, 
£8 concessions, £6 pre-sale tickets. 
Carry the clubbing experience on with 
Marco Gee, Stevie B, Nico de Ceglia, 
Michael Mileti, Laris Alexander. 
Hosted by Greg Owen.  

BARS & CABARET 

Circa at 62 Frith Street, Soho, W1D 
3JN. 4pm-5am. Soho’s intimate 
but packed-out bar/club spot with 
the most amazing DJ booth in town! 
TODAY: Super-extended Pride party 
time! 17 hours, 6 DJs and open ‘til 
5am! AttackAttackAttack, Sam DMS, 
Munroe Bergdorf, Adam Turner, 
Richard Cutmore and Jonathan 
Bestley in the mix. Hosted by Dusty O.

Ku Bar at Ku Bar Lisle Street, 
Chinatown, WC2H 7BA. 6pm-3am. 
One of London’s hottest gay bars 
and clubs, with the hottest boys 
both behind the bar and in front of it, 
stretching over three floors. TODAY: 
The garden party special takes the 
party out onto the streets! Pimms & 
lemonade all round! Hot boys, great 
tunes from DJs Vicki Vivacious, 
Patchoulee and Rodrigo. 

Comptons of Soho: WE Party 
London Pre-Party at 51-53 Old 
Compton Street, Soho, W1D 6HN. 
2pm-late. The grand dame of Soho 
pulling in a more blokey crowd. 
TONIGHT: The official free WE Party 
London pre-party in the heart of Soho, 
from 2pm-3am. A host of Orange 
Nation DJs spin the sounds all day 
long.

Ku Bar Soho at 25 Frith Street, 
WC1D 5LB. 12 midday-3am. Ku Bar’s 
little brother stretches across three 
floors for that perfect Soho warm-up 
drinking session and a cheeky dance 
with downstairs DJs. TONIGHT: It’s 
dancing in the streets time as DJs 
Rodrigo, Kerol and Amy B get the 
junction of Old Compton Street and 
Frith Street rockin’.
Halfway 2 Heaven at 7 Duncannon 
St, WC2N 4JF. Open ‘til 3am. Cabaret 
non-stop at the Trafalgar Square hot-
spot from 3pm ‘til the last wig drops!
Rupert Street at 50 Rupert Street, 
Soho, W1D 6DR. Open ‘til 1am. Kick 
Saturday night off with sounds from 
the hottest DJs at this lively Soho bar. 
TODAY: Pride Day special with all-day 
DJs: Lee Harris, Ariel and Mickey 
Galliano.
Kazbar at 50 Clapham High Street, 
SW4 7UL. 4pm-3am. Free entry. 
Funky Clapham bar with stylish swish. 
TONIGHT: DJ Paul Morrell spins the 
Pride sounds.
New Bloomsbury Set at 76 
Marchmont Street, Bloomsbury, 
WC1N 1AG. 4pm-11.30pm. Open 
seven days a week for the more 
social gays around the Kings Cross/
Bloomsbury area and those after a 
refreshing new experience. London’s 
only 21+ bar!
West 5 at South Ealing, Pope’s Lane, 
W5 4NB. The popular West London 
club, bar and cabaret spot, with added 
Piano Lounge fun. TONIGHT: 
The Edge at 11 Soho Square, Soho, 
W1D 3QE. 12noon-3am. FREE b4 
10.30pm. Open super-late with DJs 
spinning upfront vocal house, with hot 
gogo dancers gyrating away as Felicia 
Van Cartier exudes fabulousness. 

Pick N Mix at The City of Quebec, 
12 Old Quebec Street, Marble Arch, 
W1H 7AF. Top tunes and late night 
fun at the legendary gay boozer near 
Marble Arch. 
Central Station at 37 Wharfdale 
Road, Kings Cross, N1 9SD. Open ‘til 
4am. FREE b4 10pm. Cabaret then 
DJs ‘til late. TONIGHT: Entertainment 
from Miss Jason.
The Two Brewers at 114 Clapham 
High Street, SW4 7UJ. 5pm-4am. 
FREE b4 10pm, £7 after. Cabaret and 
clubbing ‘til late at the famous venue. 
TONIGHT: Cabaret from Lola Lasagne.
The Victoria at 186 Hoe Street, 
Walthamstow, E17. Open ‘til 3am. 
Free b4 9.30pm, £5 after. Lively East 
End pub that turns extra flamboyant 
on the weekends. TONIGHT: Cabaret 
from Son ofa Tutu. 
The Bridge at 8 Voltaire Road, 
Clapham, SW4 6DH. Open from 
1pm-late. Clapham’s newest addition 
to the gay scene. DJ Spirko spins the 
Pride tunes with a surprise drag host 
on duty.
The Roebuck at 84 Ashmole Street, 
SW8 1NE. New gay venue in the Oval 
area. Worship the weekend with Bar-
Buck-Q’s in the secluded garden. 
G-A-Y Bar at 30 Old Compton Street, 
Soho, W1D 4UR. Midday-Midnight. 
FREE. Soho’s palace of pop with the 
hottest videos screened out across 
the venue, great drinks deals and 
discount entry wristbands for G-A-Y 
@ Heaven. 
The Old Ship at 17 Barnes Street, 
Limehouse, E14 7NW. 8pm-late. 
Local gay bar in East London’s 
Limehouse. 
Molly Moggs at 2 Old Compton 
Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. FREE. Soho’s AttackAttackAttack

Vicki Vivacious
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most intimate cabaret bar. TONIGHT: 
Diva’s Unlimited with Diamond Pearl 
(8.30pm).
Saunabar at 29 Endell Street, Covent 
Garden, WC2H 9BA. 11.30am-2am. 
£16. £5 off entry with QX advert. 
Unwind after a night of clubbing at 
the only licensed gay sauna in the 
West End. 
White Swan, 556 Commercial Road, 
Limehouse, E14 7JD. 9pm-3am. A 
legendary East End gay pub with a 
wild atmosphere, sexy lads and great 
entertainment on the stage.   
The Yard at 57 Rupert Street, Soho, 
W1D 7PL. Open till 12am. FREE. 
Renowned as one of Soho’s most 
unique and popular destination venues, 
with terrific outdoor space. 

SUNDAY 29TH JUNE

CLUBS & EVENTS
Horse Meat Disco at Eagle London, 
349 Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, 
SE11 5QY. 8pm-3am. £6. The 
HMD gymkhana continues to shake 
Vauxhall down every week. Residents 
spin super-disco sounds with weekly 
guests. TONIGHT: Pride Edition with 
Tasty Tim and Jeffrey Hinton. 
Orange Pride Classics at Fire, 
South lambeth Road, Vauxhall, SW8 
1RT. 11pm-10am. £12. The sound 
of yesterdaze from the Orange greats: 
Fat Tony, Terry Bryan and Paul Martin. 
then, Maze & Masters take in tougher 
for the lock-in.  
Sundays at the RVT at RVT, 
372 Kennington Lane, SE11 5HY. 
2pm-midnight. £6. The afternoon/
evening clubbing session slot 
playing huge dance anthems and 
commercial house. Plus, multi-media 
entertainment from Charlie Hides TV 
at 5.30pm. 

G-A-Y Late at 5 Goslett Yard, 
off Charing Cross Road, WC2. 
11pm-3am. Hot pop sounds get 
played out across the club, drink 
specials, cute guys and an almost 
unrivalled highly electric atmosphere. 
Ku Klub at Ku Bar Lisle Street at 30 
Lisle Street, Leicester Square, WC2. 
10pm-3am. The party continues in 
Ku’s basement club with hot pop and 
floor fillers from the DJ Lady Lloyd. 
SPQR at The Joiners Arms, 116-118 
Hackney Road, E2 7QL. 10pm-late. 
FREE b4 11pm/£6 after. DJ Romano 
plays the sounds out for the Sunday 
crowd at the bustling Joiners. 
Later presents the Tranny 
Olympics at Fire, 39 Parry Street, 
SW8 1RT. Midday – very late. £8 ad/
concession/flyer/NUS card, £10 OTD. 
A day of unusual outside sports and 
tranny shenanigans hosted by the 
likes of Candy Vanity Heals, Roise 
Beaver and Violet Sparks, plus Tasty 
Tim on the decks. 

BARS & CABARET
Halfway 2 Heaven at 7 Duncannon 
Street, Charing Cross, WC2N 4JF. 
Open ‘til 11pm. Long running popular 
Central London cabaret pub. DJ David 
Robson from 3.30pm with CK present 
the Pride Hangover, followed by An 
Evening With Mrs Moore and Tanya 
Hyde.   
Kazbar at 50 Clapham High Street, 
SW4 7UL. 4pm-12am. Free entry. 
Funky Clapham bar with stylish swish. 
TONIGHT: DJ Eduardo Herrera plays 
the super-sexy deep house and nu 
disco beats.

Jimmy’s at East Bloc, 217 City Road, 
Shoreditch, EC1V 1JN. 9pm-4am. 
£5 includes first free drink. Cabaret, 
disco and a big meat-rack, too! Trindy 
and Baga Chipz present cabaret at the 
‘Bloc starring Holestar, Sandra, Fred 
& Isla and Los Scruffalo’s.

Molly Moggs at 2 Old Compton 
Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. FREE. 
Sunday cabaret at Soho’s hugely 
friendly cabaret bar. TONIGHT: Dame 
Julie Paid (4.30pm) and Cookie 
Monstar (8.30pm).
Comptons of Soho at 51-53 Old 
Compton Street, Soho, W1D 6HN. 
12pm-12am. The grand dame of 
Soho pulling in a more blokey crowd. 
Love#Hangover at Circa, 62 Frith 
Street, Soho, W1D 3JN. 10pm-1am. 
Jonathan Bestley brings amazing 
beats and a little sparkle to the heart 
of Soho to end the weekend on.
The Two Brewers at 114 Clapham 
High Street, SW4 7UJ. 4pm-2am. 
FREE b4 8pm, £3 after. South 
London’s legendary cabaret, club and 
pub. TONIGHT: Triple cabaret with The 
Power of 3!
West 5 at Pope’s Lane, South 
Ealing, W5 4NB. Open from 7pm. 
FREE. West London’s giant club/bar/
cabaret home. Happy hour all night. 
TONIGHT: Cookie’s Karaoke.
The Edge at 11 Soho Square, Soho, 
W1D 3QE. 3pm-11.30pm. Soho’s 
multi-floored gay wonder, which every 
gay man of London needs to visit at 
least once! 
The Roebuck at 84 Ashmole Street, 
SW8 1NE. New gay venue in the Oval 
area. Worship the weekend with Bar-
Buck-Q’s in the secluded garden. 
The Black Cap at 171 Camden High 
Street, NW1 7JY. 7pm-late. £5. The 
long-running cabaret, club and pub 
nestled in the heart of Camden. 
The Old Ship at 17 Barnes Street, 
Limehouse, E14 7NW. 8pm-midnight. 
Cabaret: 8.45pm. Free. Local gay 
bar in East London’s Limehouse. 
TONIGHT: Drag With No Name!
Molly Moggs at 2 Old Compton 
Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. From 2pm. 
FREE. Dame Julie Paid entertains the 
guests at this intimate Soho boozer.  
The City of Quebec at 12 Old 
Quebec Street, Marble Arch, W1H 
7AF. Legendary gay boozer near 
Marble Arch features weekly cabaret. 
Karaoke at The Bridge, 8 
Voltaire Road, Clapham, SW4 6DH. 
Clapham’s newest addition to the gay 
scene. Post-Pride karaoke hosted by 
Marky Apples.

MONDAY 30TH JUNE

CLUBS & EVENTS 
Cruise Control at Eagle London, 
349 Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 
5QY. 9pm-late. £6 entry, includes 
first drink and coat check. Cruise 
spaces to explore with darker, deeper 
beats to play to.  
Cub Club at Manbar, 79 Charing 

Charlie Hides

Eduardo Herrera
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Cross Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE. 
9pm-3am. Free. Bear Quarterly UK 
Launch Party with Tom Goss goes 
live! Top DJs, happy sounds, all-star-
cabaret, hot’n’hairy gogos and drinks 
specials! 
Popcorn at Heaven, Villiers Street, 
WC2N 6NG. 11pm-5.30am. £4 b4 
1am, £5 after, £8 after 2am. FREE 
with wristbands from G-A-Y Bar 
b4 1am. Massive mixed mash-up 
with four rooms of top sounds, 
from upfront, progressive house to 
chart hits, via R&B tuneage. Perfect 
polysexual party to start the week as 
you mean to go on. TONIGHT: Pride 
Closing Party with Sam DMS, Adam 
Turner, and guest DJ Meccanicii. 
Plus live show from Amaelle. 

Ku Klub at Ku Bar Lisle Street, 30 
Lisle Street, WC2. 10pm-3am. FREE. 
DJs play the weekend out on a wave 
of hot pop. 
G-A-Y Late at 5 Goslett Yard, 
of Charing Cross Road, WC2. 
11pm-3am. Late night dancing spot 
for pure-pop enthusiasts doing the 
funky chickens.
Hard-Up Mondays at Sweatbox, 
1-2 Ramilies Street, Soho, W1F 7LN. 
24 hours. Under 25s FREE all day, 
£16 others. Finding Mondays hard 
to handle? Relieve the pressure with 
this discounted day for under 25s (ID 
required) at Soho’s only gay sauna. 

BARS & CABARET 
The Old Ship at 17 Barnes Street, 
Limehouse, E14 7NW. Local gay bar 
in East London’s Limehouse. 
Rupert Street at 50 Rupert Street, 
Soho, W1D 6DR. The trendy Soho 
drinking spot celebrates with 2-4-1 
classic cocktails all day!
Molly Moggs at 2 Old Compton 
Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. FREE. 
Entertaining Soho since 1731! Soho’s 
most intimate bar. Jeff Kristian 
entertains (8.30pm).
Man Health at Manbar, 79 Charing 
Cross Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE. 

5pm-8.30pm. FREE. Sexual Health 
Clinic 56 Dean Street provide this free 
and confidential HIV and sexual health 
testing clinic.
The Edge at 11 Soho Square, Soho, 
W1D 3QE. 3pm-1am. Soho’s multi-
floored gay wonder with a late closing 
time of 1am for Bank Holiday, with 
DJs Chris Brogan, Kayth David and 
Brent Nicholls on the decks. 
Comptons of Soho at 51-53 Old 
Compton Street, Soho, W1D 6HN. 
12pm-11.30pm. The real queen of 
Soho. Bar £2.50 on popular drinks 
from 5pm. 
Backing The Stars at Halfway 2 
Heaven, 7 Duncannon St. WC2. 
7.30pm. Kevin Walsh gets the pub 
going with this karaoke weekly. 
Two Brewers at 114 Clapham High 
Street, SW4 7UJ. The landmark 
south London cabaret, bar and club. 
TONIGHT: Mrs Moore’s weekly 
cabaret session.
Karaoke at The City of Quebec, 12 
Old Quebec Street, Marble Arch, W1H 
7AF. Steve Tee hosts the singing fun 
at the famous gay boozer in Marble 
Arch. 
So You Think You Can Sing! at 
Kazbar, 50 Clapham High Street, 
SW4 7UL. Showtime 7pm. Donovan 
presents a night of song and fun with 
pianist sensation Eric Robinson at 
Clapham’s friendly, funky gay bar. 

TUESDAY 1ST JULY

CLUBS & EVENTS
Cruise Control at Eagle London, 
349 Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 
5QY. 9pm-late. £6 entry, includes 
first drink and coat check. Cruise 
spaces to explore with darker, deeper 
beats to play to.  
G-A-Y Late at 5 Goslett Yard, 
off Charing Cross Road, WC2. 
11pm-3am. The weekend begins early 
or finishes late to a melodious mix of 
classic chart pop and current hits. 

BARS & CABARET
Rags to Bitches at The Roebuck, 
84 Ashmole Street, Oval, SW8 1NE. 
7.30pm-9.30pm. £5. Learn to sew, 
repair or recycle your fave clothes. 
Tutor led stitch & bitch club. . 
Mecca Rock and Roll Bingo at 
The Black Cap, 171 Camden High 
Street, NW1 7JY. Midday-Midnight. 
The long-running cabaret, club and 
pub nestled in the heart of Camden 
presents bonkers bingo.
Industry at Circa, 62 Frith Street, 
Soho, W1D 3JN. Open ‘til 1am. 
Delicious Sam DMS lays on a 
smorgasbord of R’n’B classics, chart 
toppers and deep house grooves at 
Sohos’ snazzy drinkery.

See You Next Tuesday at Halfway 2 
Heaven, 7 Duncannon Street, Charing 
Cross, WC2N 4JF. From 8pm. Bette 
Rinse hosts the Tuesday night revelry 
at the Central London cabaret hotspot. 
Tiffaney Wells Double Thrill at 
The City of Quebec, 12 Old Quebec 
Street, Marble Arch, W1H 7AF. The 
legendary gay pub in the heart of 
London. Tiffaney Wells presents two 
shows at 9pm and 10pm. 
Spotlight at Manbar, 79 Charing 
Cross Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE. 
9pm-3am. Free b4 11pm. 
Showcasing talent, from singers to 
burlesque, via artists and comedians 
and fire eaters. Hosted by Topsie 
Redfern. Produced by Duncan Day. 
Karaoke at Two Brewers, 114 
Clapham High Street, SW4 7UJ. 
5pm-2am. £3 b4 10pm, £4 after. 
Sing-along the mid-week blues with 
Kevin Walsh.
Cookie Monstar at Molly Moggs, 2 
Old Compton Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. 
8.30pm. FREE. Song and sinful fun 
from Cookie. 

WEDNESDAY 2ND JULY 

CLUBS & EVENTS
Record Box at Manbar, 79 Charing 
Cross Road, Soho, WC2H 0NE. 
10pm-3am. Free b4 11pm. Hifi Sean 
presents an eclectic mix of music 
from his vast collection, from rare 
B-sides to other special gems from 
disco, nu wave, indie, northern soul 
and more. 
Foam Party at Sweatbox, 1-2 
Ramilies Street, Soho, W1F 7LN. 
24 hours. £16. If you can’t make the 
weekend wet fun, why not head down 
tonight? Relieve the midweek stress! 
The foam flies at 7, 8 and 9pm. 
Misfits at East Bloc, 217-219 City 
Road, EC1V 1JN. 10pm-3.30am. 
FREE b4 11pm/£5 after. Midweek 
urban glamour as R’n’B scene star 
Mark-Ashley Dupé presents his ghetto 
fabulous in the infamous basement of 
debauchery. With DJs Jeffrey Hinton 
and Nasty McQuaid. 
CLiCK at Union, 66 Albert 
Embankment, Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 
11pm-4am £5 w. QX ad, £8 others. 
Urban polysexual party playing R‘n’B, 

hip-hop, bashment, Afrobeats, funky, 
old skool, garage and house in Room 
1. Meanwhile, it’s pure house music 
over in Room 2.
Cruise Control at Eagle, 349 
Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 
5QY. 9pm-late. £6 entry, includes 
first drink and coat check. Cruise 
spaces to explore with darker, deeper 
beats to play to.  
Ku Klub at Ku Bar Lisle Street, 30 
Lisle Street, WC2. 10pm-3am. FREE. 
The party continues ‘til late in the Ku 
basement. 
XXL at Pulse, 1 Invicta Plaza, South 
Bank, SE1 9UF. 9pm-3am. Members 
free, others £3. Midweek, dance, 
booze and cruise at the world famous 
club for hunks, chunks, bears and 
admirers. 

BARS & CABARET
Pam Ann and La Voix at The 
Two Brewers at 114 Clapham High 
Street, SW4 7UJ. 4pm-2am. Speedy 
Boarding: £15 from 6.45pm + free 
glass of bubbles. Economy: £12 
from 7.45pm. Show 8pm. South 
London’s legendary cabaret, club and 
pub. TONIGHT: Pam Ann is back for 
another whistle-stop tour of cuntiness. 
Plus, more fun with modern legend 
La Voix
Molly Moggs at 2 Old Compton 
Street, Soho, W1D 4TA. FREE. 
Entertaining Soho since 1731! Soho’s 
most intimate bar. Dame Julie Paid 
entertains (8.30pm).
The Old Ship at 17 Barnes Street, 
Limehouse, E14 7NW. Quiz from 
9.30pm. Local gay bar in East 
London’s Limehouse.
Detained at Circa, 62 Frith Street, 
Soho, W1D 3JN. Open ‘til 1am. Circa 
goes all-out with the dance, pop and 
R’n’B remixes every Wednesday. 
DJs Attack Attack Attack, Kingsley, 
Munroe Bergdorf and Kris Di Angelis 
on rotation.
Come Mime With Me at Halfway 2 
Heaven, 7 Duncannon Street, Charing 
Cross, WC2N 4JF. From 9pm. Mitzi 
Macintosh delivers the sing-along 
classics at the popular cabaret den. 
Mary Mac’s Mastermind at West 5, 
Pope’s Lane, South Ealing, W5 4NB. 
Open from 8pm. FREE. Mary Mac 
presents her inimitable quiz. 
Comptons of Soho at 51-53 Old 
Compton Street, Soho, W1D 6HN. 
12pm-11.30pm. Super social pub 
downstairs, more chilled club lounge 
upstairs with guest pianist tinkling 
the ivories. 
Wednesday Naughties at Central 
Station, 37 Wharfdale Road, Kings 
Cross N1 9SD. 10pm. FREE. Dirty 
cabaret from Sandra to spice up your 
Wednesday.

Adam Turner

Cookie
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27/06/14: HOIST BLACK

Time to put your rubbers 
on boys! And we’re not 
just talking about Johnnys! 
The Hoist are hosting a 
special party for Pride 

weekend, and it’s got an ultra-strict dresscode; leather and 
rubber only, no exceptions. There’ll be two arches of kinky 
fun, a huge wet area (thank God rubber’s waterproof), as 

The Hoist, Railway Arch 47c, South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall, 
SW8. 10pm–3am. Members £5 b4 11pm/£11 after. Guests 
£13. 

28/06/14: SWEATBOX FOAM PARTY

Those of you that 
like to get a little 
wet ‘n’ wild over 
your weekend may 
be familiar with the 

through Sweatbox 
every Saturday… 
we’re obviously talking 

about foam (what else?). Immerse yourself in the bubbles 
from 10pm and make this Pride more slippery than this 
year’s Big Brother contestants. Before grabbing yourself a 
towel – and a man – to dry off with…
1–2 Ramillies Street, Soho, W1F 7LN. 24 hours. £17 for 24 
hours, £19 for 48 hours.

28/06/14: R18 UNRESTRICTED
This year R18 are encouraging 
you to take Pride in what turns 
you on – so Eagle London will be 
have invited a huge load *snigger* 
of men down and are hosting 
an unrestricted party. 

 and  will 
be pulling out all the stops to get you horned up, while 

 and  
will be going deep and dirty with 
the beats – now that’s ‘hard’ 
to resist. Free entry to those 

‘dressed to impress’.
Eagle London, 349 Kennington 

Lane, Vauxhall, SE11 5QY. 
9pm–4am. Free b4 

Wanna get down and dirty? 
Download the ‘QX Gay London’ iPhone app from the app store now and get yerself sorted!

Your Dirrrty Diary

THURSDAY 26TH JUNE

at 139b-143 

5EN. DAY CRUISE 
(1-7pm. £6). STRIPPED 
(7pm-1am. £7). Free 
drink, cloakroom and 
re-entry. Get nude and 
rude. Strictly naked, 
except footwear.

at 
Eagle London, 349 
Kennington Lane, 
Vauxhall, SE11 5QY. 
9pm-late. £6 entry, 

and coat check. Cruise 
spaces to explore with 
darker, deeper beats to 
play to.  

, 37 Wharfdale 
Road, Kings Cross, 
N1. PANTS (1-6pm) 
Underwear fun. 
SPANKZ (6pm-10pm) 
CP night for rougher, 
tougher play. Followed 
by COME TO DADDY 
(10pm-2am). 

at Barcode, 
69 Albert Embankment, 
Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 
10pm-late. £5. Cruise 
session, dark room and 
horny house beats while 
Vibe and PopVibe spin 
urban and pop tunes 
downstairs.

FRIDAY 27TH JUNE
at The 

Hoist. See box out.
at Barcode, 69 

Albert Embankment, 
Vauxhall, SE1 7TP. 
9pm-9am. £8 members, 
£10 guests. Get sexy 
at this cruise/club 
sesh! Horny lads, hot 
grooves, plus extended 
cruise space. 

at 

Street, W1T 5EN. 
DAY CRUISE (1-7pm. 
£6). NIGHT CRUISE 
(7pm-1am. £7). Free 
drink, cloakroom and 
re-entry. Horny cruise 
spot minute’s from the 
West End. 

 at Central 

Station, 37 Wharfdale 
Road, Kings Cross, 
N1. XXX Club 
(7pm-midnight) Monthly 
night for those that like 

Leave with the DVD! 
PAUNCHY (midnight-
4am) The club for big 
bellied men and those 
that admire them.

SATURDAY 28TH JUNE 
at MA1

Backstreet See box 
out.

at Eagle London. See 
box out.

 at Central 
Station, 37 Wharfdale 
Road, Kings Cross, 
N1. PANTS (1-6pm, 
£4) Best undies for 
the boys. COLLARED 
(7pm-midnight) Friendly 
BDSM night.

 at Bar 
Berlin, The Hoist 47b 
South Lambeth Road, 
Vauxhall, SW8 1RH. 
10pm-4am. Leather, 
rubber, skin, uniform 
and industrial cruise 
night.

 at 

Street, W1T 5EN. DAY 
CRUISE (1pm-7pm. 
£6) NIGHT CRUISE 
(7pm-1am. £7). Free 
drink, cloakroom, 
re-entry. Dark corners, 
catch a dirty movie, 
indulge your carnal side. 

 at
Arch 124 Cornwall 
Road, Waterloo SE1 
8XE. Open 24/7. £15, 
£12 under 25 with ID. 
FREE towel. Cruise 
all day and night with 
plenty of rooms to play. 
Licensed bar. 

at MA1 
Backstreet, Wentworth 
Mews, Mile End, E3 
4UA. 6pm-10pm. £9 
guests, £8 members. 
Naked, underwear, 
shorts and jocks party. 
Dark rooms, smoking 
terrace, and more.  

at 1-2 Ramilies 

Street, Soho, W1F 
7LN. 24 hours. £16. 
Foam from 10pm. All 
the fun of the foam at 
Sweatbox’s original 
weekly party. 

SUNDAY 29TH JUNE 
 at Ted’s 

Place, 305a North End 
Road. 7pm-2am. £3 b4 
10pm, £5 after. Mixed/
gay crowd of cruisey 
guys. 

 at
Arch 124 Cornwall 
Road, Waterloo SE1 
8XE. Open 24/7. £15, 
£12 under 25 with ID. 
FREE towel. Cruise 
day and night, plenty of 
rooms to play. Licensed 
bar. 

at MA1 
Backstreet, Wentworth 
Mews, Mile End, E3 
4UA. 6pm-10pm. £8 
members, £9 guests. 
Horny, naked cruise 
party. Dark rooms, 
smoking terrace, full 
bar. 

at 
Arches 47b & 47c, 
South Lambeth Road, 
Vauxhall, SW8 1RH. 
S.B.N. (From 2pm. 
£12) Fully naked cruise 
club. N.B.N. (from 
7pm. £8.50) Nearly 
naked cruise. S.E.X. 
(10pm-1am. £8) Wear 
what fetish you like, do 
who ya want. 

 at 139b-143 

5EN. UNDERWEAR 
(1-7pm. £6). CRUISE 
(7pm-1am. £7). Free 
drink, cloakroom and 
re-entry. Just pants b4 
7pm, then cruise ‘til 
late. 

at The 
Underground Club, 
Central Station, 37 
Wharfdale Road, 
Kings Cross, N1. 
1pm-midnight. 
£7. Yellow fun for 
waterworks fans. 

MONDAY 30TH JUNE 

 at Vault, 

Prepare to receive some carnal knowledge on 
what’s smokin’ hot on the scene this week...

OffROcks
Get

Your
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The Underground 
Club

Hard-Up 
Mondays 

Pleasuredrome  

 
Sportswear/
Cruise

TUESDAY 1ST JULY
Underwear/
Naked

Vault: Cruise

Cruise Control 

The Underground 
Club

WEDNESDAY 2ND JULY
Vault: Cruise/
Underwear

Foam Party 

The Underground 
Club

Buff

Cruise Control 

The Hoist 

Your Dirrrty Diary

28/06/14: MASTERY PRIDE PARTY

The Backstreet, 
Wentworth 
Mews, Mile 
End, E3 4UK. 
10pm-3am. £12. 

05/07/14: HEROES

quite 

Backstreet, Wentworth Mews, Mile 
End, E3 4UK. 6pm-10pm. 





BARRACK

100s OF GUYS 
ONLINE 24/7 

 
ALL
REGIONS
BUSY

18+

 
18 Plus: Calls charged at 9p per minute at all times from a BT landline. 
Network extras apply. Get bill payer’s permission. Live calls recorded. 

Service provided by EWM Ltd.
Customer Services 0344 820 0595.

ENJOY 1-2-1
CHAT WITH OTHER GUYS9p 

per m
inute

ROOM           BOYS

0871 300 3333



GAY HOME IMPROVEMENTS

  Patios 
Gardens 
Fascias 
Flat roofs 
New Roofs 
Guttering 
Driveways 
Sash Windows 
Brick Restoration 
UPVC Windows & Doors 
All types of Roof repairs 
Painting & Decorating Int 'Ext' 

Tiling  
Pointing  

Plumbing  
Pathways  

Plastering  
Brickwork  
Rendering  
Bathrooms  

Kitchens  
Damp Proofing  
Refurbishment  

Basement Conversions  

All areas covered - We can save you money £££sss  
170 Lavender Hill London SW11 5TG

Wind, Storm, Fire & Flood Damage  Victorian Tiling Footpaths

www.gayhomeimprovements.co.uk

Loft Conversions & Extensions

We aim to please the gay community

FREE ESTIMATES FREE ADVICE  
CALL NOW ON: FREE PHONE 0800 474 8357 

DIRECT LINE: 07440 698 556  

All areas 
covered in 

and outside 
London

24 hr
Service

Available

Various
Uniformed 
Staff on 

request and 
Part nude

Plumbing 



PORTSEA 
SAUNA

 MARBLE ARCH, LONDON
3 Massage therapists 

available daily
    2 Portsea Place W2 2BL

020 7402 3385

www.gaysaunabar.com
 

ONLY £16
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CALL RUSS ON 020 7379 8040 OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM

WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0045

LONDONSENSUALMASSAGE.COM

EROTIC NUDE MASSAGE
CENTRAL LONDON, VICTORIA SW1 1AA

IN & OUT CALLS
TAO MASSAGE

ANDRES

07772909013

MEN WITH XXL LUTON VAN. 
DOMESTIC REMOVAL. RELIABLE & 
FRIENDLY SERVICE. ONLY £30 PER 
HOUR (MINIMUM 2 HRS). 07961 192 
525  OR  FREEPHONE 0800 211 8623

WWW.M2M-MASSAGE.CO.UK

NAKED HOTEL FOR MEN
HUGE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

SPECIAL WEEKEND BREAKS

HALF PRICE SUMMER HOLIDAYS

TANTRIC SEX / MASSAGE 

WORKSHOPS

COCK & BALL WORKSHOP

JACK OFF / PUMPING / RED 

WEEKENDS

BOURNEMOUTH

01202 399 227
www.hamiltonhall.info

gaymen@hamiltonhall.info

GREAT SENSUAL MASSAGE. 
TABLE / OILS. ACTIVE / VERSATILE. 

PADDINGTON. 
07788 538 349

FIT MASCULINE GUY 39
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KAMAGRA 100MG
(ERECTION PILL)

20 FOR £30
40 FOR £40

100 FOR £80
200 FOR £140

BULK DISCOUNT 
AVAILABLE.

ALSO AVAILABLE 
ORAL JELLY &  

THE WEEKENDER.
CALL 07972 696 294

LONDON

ROBERT
GOOD LOOKING,

HAIRY, 44 YEAR OLD
FRIENDLY, EDUCATED

& DISCREET

OFFERS RELAXING, 
SENSUAL, MASSAGE/

BODY SHAVING IN PRIVATE 
EARL’S COURT
APARTMENT 

OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

020 7370 0347
or 07721 452 959

Film Change Twice A Week - 
Air Con Cinema

Membership FREE Open 11am - 7.45pm
42 Northdown Street,  

Kings Cross, London N1 9BP 020 7837 0188

Showing Adult Hardcore Gay Movies
Gay Cine Club

www.QXShop.co.uk

GREAT DISCOUNTS

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

ARE YOU TIRED OF CLEANING? 
DO YOU LONG FOR THE SMELL OF 
A FRESHLY CLEAN HOUSE? CALL 
AIDEN ON 07999 692 285 

INEXPENSIVE MASSAGE? 
SPANKING? TED: 07807 695 176

TANTRA/TANTRIC. 07940 570 271
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PLAYANDPLEASURE.CO.UK

PRESENTS
"PETROS"

HANDSOME,
HUNKY 

& HAIRY!

07501 410 963
OR 

07462 301 618
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CALL RUSS ON 020 7379 8040 OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM

 
STILL THE  

BIGGEST  
AROUND
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OTHELLO  
12” 

YGOR ROGY
23Y, 8", MAYFAIR

078 1047 3223
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8 INCHES 
23Y 

GREEN PARK
VERSATILE

DANILO

07473 326 672
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27
VGL

HORNY  
& SEXY 

VERSATILE 
DISCREET
CENTRAL  
LONDON 

 (W2)  
24/7 

 (IN/OUT/ 
HOTEL). 

DUOS AVAILABLE

Mob:  
+44 7864 612 164

FRED

W
W
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95
BLACK TOP
10” CUT
DOMINANT MASTER
CENTRAL LONDON
IN/OUT CALLS 24 HRS  
7 DAYS

WWW.BLACKTOPSTUD.COM
WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0023

07776 
065 999

 22, BOYISH,  
FRIENDLY, VGL,  

8.5IN U/C, IN/OUT  
(24/7), LANCASTER GATE/ 

PADDINGTON.
DUOS AVAILABLE

07851 110 467

DANIEL
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DEREK
NEW IN TOWN

20 YO SMOOTH
NUDE BODY MASSAGE 

QUEENSWAY / BAYSWATER 
24/7  

IN/OUT

07477 085 193  
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JUST BACK FROM  BRAZIL 

AVAILABLE 24/7 

ALSO DUO 

1,83 CM 

78KGS 

9" 

OPEN MINDED ....

MARCO 
SANTOS

WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0196

IN AND OUTCALL

07472 
61 97 33
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CALL RUSS ON 020 7379 8040 OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM

07853 211 028 

NYC VISITING (HOLBORN)
10” CUT. 

TOP ONLY.
TONY 31
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ROUGH TURK
MUSCLE FILTH
DOMINATION

07
93

2 
74

2 
75

8

WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0213

MORENO 22
TOP/VERSATILE
QUEENSWAY W2

07599428312
W
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32

WWW.TOPBEAR.COM/BLKSTUD42

VWE 
ENJOYS 

ARSEPLAY, 
EXTREME2MILD 

ALL COLOURS 
CONSIDERED

WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0037 

WWW.XTREMEFISTMEN.COM/BLKFISTER

CARL  
07960 872 226

BLACK
FISTER
SLEAZY TOP 

STAS 25
BISEXUAL 
STUDENT

WARREN ST.
24/7

IN & OUT CALLS 
 07817 925 458
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28

STEVE SOHO
6’ TALL CZECH 

PICCADILLY CIRCUS
TUBE STATION
NAKED 
MASSAGE 
OR TOP
34.YO, 
8 INCHES 
UNCUT
MEDIUM 
MUSCULAR, 
VERY 
GOOD LOOKING
£130 IN
£150 OUT

07531 670 623

25YO, 5'11"
TOP
8.5 INCHES
IN, OUT & HOTELS   
07742 189 176

DANIEL 

DISCREET, QUIET PLACE
CENTRAL LONDON
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AL*

07445 299 934

UNCUT 9 INCH

Westminster     

in / out
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OUT CALLS ONLY 

07440 449 299
DUOS AVAILABLE

NEW IN TOWN

TYRONE 
SEXY PASSIVE, 32YO, 5’11”

8.5 INCHES

ANDERSON
GOOD FUCKER

BIG COCK
TOP

24/IN/OUT

07791 325 554
WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/...AANDERSON
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FIT, STRONG BLACK MALE 
READY TO TAKE  

YOUR FANTASIES  
TO THE NEXT LEVEL…

 ARE YOU READY FOR AN 
UPGRADE? 

 
BAYSWATER

TYSON TYLER 
07902 871 048
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OSCAR

07530 559 011

ESCORT AND  
MASSAGE EXPERT 

KENNINGTON 
6'5"
24/7
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TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CALL RUSS ON 020 7379 8040 OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM

VERY HANDSOME 
MUSCLED MAN 

BIG ROCK  
HARD DICK 8.6

SMOOTH  
BUBBLE BUTT 

OPEN MINDED TO 
MOST STUFF 
WITH SLING 

MATT  07886 208 332 W
W

W
.Q

X
M
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.C
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/E
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R
T/

00
04

6’1”
MASCULINE

DUNGEON WITH EVERYTHING YOU CAN TAKE 
AND MORE.
WEST END
DISCREET 

£80 1/2 HOUR - £150 1 HOUR

07799 682 165
WWW.MASTERKURT.COM

THE MASTER
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07401 323 443

RAYMON
TOP GUY

DARK AND HANDSOME
VERY SEXY
BLACK GUY

10”X 5” COCK 
IN & OUT CALLS

24 HOURS
NO TEXTS
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LEE 35
BLONDE,  TANNED,  
MUSCULAR & HUNG
READY FOR ACTION.  

CATERS FOR  
EVERYONES NEEDS

 24/7. SPECIALISE IN CP.

07940  
019 138

TYSON  
BRAND

 
INCALL/ OUTCALL BOOKINGS

BISEXUAL, VWE - XXL
TOP/ VERSATILE

07552-450-969

#1 MALE ESCORT 2014

 
BLACK BRITISH 

HOT, HUNG & HORNY
24 YEARS OLD

LUXURY 
BAYSWATER 
APARTMENT

NEW IN TOWN 

THOMAS

35YO
9 INCHES 

TOP/VERS

OUT CALLS ONLY

07459 526 434
DUOS AVAILABLE

07511 
508 934

MARK 
ENGLISH 

MASC  
BI LAD

9 INCH COCK  
VERSATILE 
AVAILABLE  

IN/OUT CALLS 
BASED IN OVAL
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G
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D

WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0229

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CALL RUSS ON 020 7379 8040 OR EMAIL CLASSIFIEDS@QXMAGAZINE.COM

07815 159 668
www.gaydar.co.uk/black_david

BLACK 
DAVID
10” THICK 
& UNCUT

WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0227

07936 432 330

NEW
DAVID 7.5”

NORTH LONDON 
AND HERTS.

ALWAYS HOT 
AND HORNY

23 CM COCK 
YOUNG AND 
SEXY IN 
SOHO

07462 348 509 

BORIS
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PROPER LITTLE FIT LAD. ATHLETIC, 
DEFINED, LOADS OF TATTOOS, HOT 
LITTLE ARSE. CENTRAL LONDON. ROB 
07472 384 678

FREE SEX 07539 832 161

FUCK MACHINE BOY FOR SERIOUS 
ARSE ADDICTS. FIT & HORNY 
34YO, BIG COCK & AMAZING ARSE. 
RESTRAINTS DILDOS FF & SLEAZE. 
CALL THOMAS 07815 899 394

HORNY SOUTH LONDON GEEZER. 
SLEAZY AS FUCK, GOT LOADS OF 
SPORTS KIT & INTO MOST STUFF. 
TOM 07815 899 394

TOP GUY  07476 208 497

MATURE, MUSCULAR, BEARDED XXL 
DADDY TOP. 07765 421 669 (NO TEXTS)

07515 658 871

RODRIGO 
9 INCHES UNCUT

IN/OUT
CENTRAL LONDON
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SWEDISH  
FREDDY 
WOLFF 

VERSATILE 8.5 INCHES
BASED IN OVAL

WWW.QXMEN.COM/ESCORT/0097

GIO CRUZ
SOHO

TOP/VER 

AVAILABLE 24/7

IN OR OUTCALL
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